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Non-renewal approved

I

By Bryan Alexander
Annoying resident hall
dwellers may find trouble at taining University housing following a year of goofing off after
legislation passed by the student
senate calls for a test run of a
residence hall's non-renewal
policy.
A previous bill dealing with
this subject was shot down by
the sena-te in February and it
was not expected to resurface
until next semester. But through
the work of Residential Life and
Dining Council, chaired by
Robert Rodler, the bill was
revised and presented to the
senate.
The differences between the
non-renewal policy and the
existing j~dicial boards which

enforce discipline in the residence halls are the types of cases
rece.i ved and the punishishments, according to Rodler.
Rodler said while the judicial
boards deal with specific large
scale cases, the non-renewal
policy deals with repeated offenses on a minor level.
"We must get some kind of
policy in e'ffect which looks at
patterns of behavior rather than
isolated incidents," Rodler said.
The offenses which will be
brought to the non-renewal
might include students who
repeatedly leave their trash out
in the hallways, or those who
blare stereos constantly, according' to Associate Dean of Students William Kidder.
"Non-Renewal of the Room'.

and Board agreement is a clear
and app ropriate means of removing this privilege (living in
the residence halls) from those
who distinguish themselves
with patterns of behavior that
are disruptive to the commun~
ity," the bill philosophy reads.
Kidder, who spoke in support
for the bill at the meeting, said
several infractions on dorm life
do not "cross the line" to be
labeled an punishable offense.
While an RA might I'e reluctant
to bring· a bothersome student
before a judicial board because
of such minor offenses, the
student would be brought before ·
the non-renewal board, according to Kidder.
POLICY, page 11
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Fire caused damage to the legislative building in Concord
Sunday. (Lyena Hayes photo)
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Room fees still
on the rise
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By Frank Moore
The University System of
New Hampshire (USNH) approved proposals Saturday to
increase room, board and fee
costs by 6.4 percent.
"One reason for the increase
is due to increased salaries and
improvements in the physical
plants of buddings," Manager
of Staffing and Administration
Ron Hasseltine said.
The 19-87-88 rates will increase the annual student
charges, not including tuition,
to $3,342 for UNH students.
The/ · ~nnial budget request
subrry :d to the 1987 state
· 1egislaLlire to increase New
Hampshire student an~u_al tui-

S enate approves snack bar plan
By Bryan Alexander
Two weeks ago the snack bar
proposal was a jumbled mess
of scrapped square feet and
disputed dining dishes. Sunday
night the improved snack bar
proposal passed through the
student · senate, making the
snack bar a reality for next year.
The snack bar, which will cost
an estimated $200,000, will be
paid for out of the Residential
Life reserve account according .
to the plan that passed. The site
will be on the basement of
Stillings Hall.
Many of the details of the
actual snack bar such as the exact
menu and the hours have not
been worked out according to
Residential Life and Dining

Services Chairperson Robert to get students to patronize the
Rodler. He said the · senate facility as soon as possible. He
approved the floorplan which said there will be a massive
give administrators the go ahead advertising blitz in the beginto receive bids on the project.
ning to get students to try the
The cost will be no higher snack bar.
than $200,000 according to
"After that the quality of the
Dean of Student Affairs]. Gregg food will make the students
Sanborn who attended the meet- want to come back," said Rodler.
ing. Sanborn said if the bids go
Rodler said a debit account
higher than this projected price will be installed in the snack:
he will consult the summer barwhich will attract students
quorum of senators to _decide as well. He said students will
on alternatives.
pay a certain amount in the
"We will assure you that we beginning of the year and draw
will not proceed with this' from this account to pay for each
project unless the bids come in visit. This will allow the money
that will allow us to do this to be conveniently transferred
project for $200,000," said through UNH identification
Sanborn.
cards he said.
Rodler said it was important
Other conveniences of the
J

f

snack bar listed by Rodler
include its · nearness to many
dorms, and possible extended
·hours.
Rodler said the advertising
would have to dispel any bad
connections students might
formulate between the dining
hall and the snack bar. He said
the food served would be similar
to the MUB pub rather than
Stillings cafeteria.
If students avoid the snack
bar because of these correlations
it will never be able to compete
with food stops such as Karl's
and Substop.
Residential Life council
member Steve Roderick said

tion has been approved by the
House of Representatives and
awaits Senate approval. Gov :
Joh11 Sununu will make the final
decision. -The request would
increase in-state tuition by $100
with non -resident' tuition increasing by $400.
The new proposals recommended by the college presidents of Keene State, Plymouth
State, arid UNH will increase
rates .for a double room at UNH
by $66 for a total fee of $1,580
per year. Dining . rates will
increase by $80 to $1,278 per
year. Student activities to support student activities and services will increase by $39 to $384
per year. ,

lnside
Women prc)tested
against women.
Members of Concerned -Women of .
America spoke out
agcainst National Organization of Women
President Eleanor
Smeal. See story
pa_ge 3.

SNACK BAR, page 12
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Bush feels cOnfident on the ·N H campaign trail
By Kelly :.Qriggette
gan administration's conser
George Bush does not have tive policies. But he did run in.
Ronald Reagan's California a little trouble.
Like when 15-year-old Maranch retreat, but he doe's have
a farmhouse in Kennebunkport, thew Petrin asked why the vice
Maine. He does not have Rea- president had received an award
gan's barbie-doll fashionable for wasteful spending from U.S.
looking wife, he has Barbara Senator Willia!Il Proxmire, Dwith her infamous white cloud . Wis.
"If, in fact, you are in favor
of hair.' He does not have the
appearance of honest foreign of this reduction of waste, how
relations Reagan had in '84, he then, sir, do you explain Sen.
has the Iran-Contra scandal. He Proxmire's 'Golden Fleece'
does not have Reagan's shel- award given to you in connectering cocoon from the press, tion with spending $59,000 of
and he does not have his Oval the taxpayer's money on playing
cards which are given to indiOffice, but he's working on it.
viduals- as gifts by the office of
the vice president for riding on
Air Fore~. 2, your ,plane?"
Petrin's question prompted
On Thursday, April 16 - the cheers and applause from about
day after doing the kind of 1500 students, teachers and
campaigning he doesn't like, in visitors · in Stevens' banner~
Boston - George Bush did the · draped gym. ·
When Ronald Reagan rekind of campaigning he does
like, in the small towns of ceives a challenging question
from the press on some apparnorthern New Hampshire.
He began his day in the ent contradiction, often he does
private home of State Repre- not answer it. He evades the
sentative Karen Wadsworth of question, denies its premise, or
Lebanon with a cup of coffee answers a different question .
and some non-political talk. This tactic usually works. So
Eighty invited guests - many of when Bush faced Petrin's queswhom have supoorted Bush in tion, he res ponded in Ronald
the past, some who have not - Reagan's fashion.
"Uh that's a very good quesmilled about with Bush's entourage which included not only Mr. tion, I think Sen. Proxmire
and Mrs. Bush but Mr. and Mr. raises a good point," Bush
·
Sununu. and, of course, a few answered.
Later in the day Bush and his
dozen Secret Service agents.
The next stop on Bush's staff said the questions asked
cam.paign trail was Stevens by the high school students
High School in Claremont. In were, often, more intelligent
the question s~ssion with stu- than those asked . by the press.
dents, Bu,sh defended the 1Rea- __ T·hey neglected ro ad~ that
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Bush's responses were, often,
as evasive as Ronald Reagan's:

•••

Next Bush lunched in Walpole, NH, at the RN Johnson
Trailer site which sells 'quality
farm equipment.' It was a
brown-bag-it lunch with 100 of
Johnson's employees.· After
finishing his lunch and his
brownie made by the American
Legion, Bush don.ned a baseball
cap and headed for one of the
tractors. He hopped in and
waved, hoping to take a spin,
but was disappointed by his
Secret Service agents who made
sure he didn't get his hands on
the tractor's ignition keys.
Continuing his tour in Walpole, Bush headed over to the
Hubbard Farms Chicken
Hatchery off route 12. He was
greeted by about 200 Walpole
elementary school children who
stood in the cold drizzly rain
across from the Hatchery.
The grey skies, the lif~less
trees, and the rain did nothing
to dampen the enthusiasm of
these screaming children on
recess.
They stood along the roadside
chanting, -"Here he comes, here
he comes," as the limousine
approached.
Bush entered the loading dock
of the hatchery marked 'Chick
dispatch only' to the chirps of
thousands of baby chicks stored
in cardboard crates.
The press and Bush's entourage wore white plastic coats
obeying the sign, 'Chick room
Clean.I_rafHc Only.'

But Bush wore a different
coat. On top of his navy blue
pinstripe suit he wore a royal
blue hatchery coat made especially for hiin.
In the right corner of the coat
was a picture of a yellow chicken,,
with the word 'Hubbard' above
it. On the left side of the coat
was a white oval with green
trim, inside it said, simply,
'George.'
Inside the chick dis patch,
. Bush was feeling friendly, chatting with employees and petting
the baby •chicks. He even ans-·
wi:red a few questions from
reporters who the Secret Service
had managed to keep at bay for ·
most of the day.
No, Bush did not think his
credibility has been hurt by the
Iran-Contra scandal.
Yes, he feels good about this
state right now, especially after
being dubbed the frontrunner
in a recent Boston Globe poll.
Yes, he has confidence in
Shultz's ability to negotiate an
arms settlement because, "there
is room to be optimistic, I don't
want to be euphoric."
And - finally, last question
- yes, Bush feels he's doing good'
with members in key primary
. states.
· Then Bush just holds up his
hand and walks away.
That's where Bush is lucky.
Luckier than most candidates
will be in the state of New
Hampshire. When he decides
he· doesn't want to answtr any
more political questions - he just
walks away ~nd lets the gover- nor take over.

And yes, Sununu thinks Bush
is doing a "superb job" campaigning in New Hampshire.
Adding to his luck, Bush
received a call from Howard
Baker while playing with the
chicks in the Hatchery. Baker
just called to let Bush know that
the President had signed a two
million dollar flood relief package for New Hampshire. Nice
news. to have to pass along to
the hungry press, waiting for
something, anything, politically
worthwhile to salvage from this
day.
After leaving the Hatchery, "'\,.
Bush told the still screaming
elememtary children to "take
a little interest in politics someday - we need you."
He then invited sixth-graders
Amy Hicks and Daniel Coughlin
into his limo. Quite a thrill for
two children whose school is
. across the street from a ·cemetary.
As he spoke, his young fans
were chanting, "Bush ... Bush for
President." A sentiment which
made Bush very happy.
But the governor was too busy
signing autographs to show his
approval.
And the Secret Servicemen
lining the pre~s also had to fend
off a few overeager children,
begging for their autographs.

•••

Bush then spent the main
portion of his afternoon, from
2 :00 to 5:30 in private, financial
meetir_-igs wi_th Republicans
BUSH, page 8
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NEWS IN-BRIEF
Falwell may resign
Reverand Jerry Falwell, may step down as head
of the PTL Club, whose fallen leader Rev.Jim Bakker
i-s denying allegations that he used prostitutes and
engaged in homosexuality. Falwell said he is under
pressure from ministers from around the country
to withdraw from PTL, his popular television
ministry rocked by scandal.
"I really am praying about how long I should .
be involved there," he said. It is an open question
whether he will remain in the leadership after PTL's
board meets.

Chernobyl anniversary ·
recognized
Sunday ~as the first anniversary of the Soviet
nuclear accjdent. Protestors from Japan to Sweden
rallied on the nuclear event which sent radiation
_
drifting around the world.
Soaring levels of radiation stirred feelings of
panic and prompted authorities to discard vast
..
amounts of suspect food and milk.
Thirty-one Soviets were killed and hundreds were injured in the fire and expl-9-sion at the ·Chernobyl
reactor, and about 135,000 people were evacuated·
from areas near the plant in the Ukraine.
Major rallies were reported the heaviest in France,
· West Germany, Spain, the Netherlands and Japan.
· In Italy 50,000 people formed a 15 and one half
mile human chain between a nuclear power plant
and a military airport.

Memorial service held for
mall-slaying victims

Hunt for victims still continues

In Palm Bay, Florida, residents came together
Sunday as clergymen and mental· health experts
tried to help this city -recover from the trauma of
a shooting rampage that claimed six lives.
Thursday night, a gunman went on a rampage
in 2 shopping centers, holding hostages and trapping
hundreds instores. Six people were killed, including
two policemen and 14 people were injured.
The suspect is William B. Cruse, 59, and is being
held under a suicide watch in isolation with 15 minute
cell checks by jailers.
Cruse is charged with six counts of first degree
murder and prose·cutors have said they may seek
the death penalty.

The number of bodies recovered from the rubble
of the collapsed apartment- building in Bridgeport,
CT, rose to 12. Now, 13 persons are still unaccounted
for and feared dead.
Many of the rescuers have been working up to
60 hours straight and are said now to be at the
_
.
breaking point.
According to the Hartford Courant in a copyright
story, two engineers it had hired to review city
records on the project determir_-ied the soil on which
the building was being erected was too weak to
support it. The project was erected on compacted
earth and broken rock that could not support more
that four tons per square foot.

Top judge in Northern
Ex-CIA .director in crit- / Ireland killed
ical condition
There is fear that after the murder of the second
'

After he was admitted for pneumonia to a New,
York hospital, former CIA Director William]. Casey
·
was listed in critical condition Sunday.
Casey underwent surgery for brain cancer in
December and is now a patient in the intensive
care unit at Glen Cove Community ,Hospital.
Casey resigned as CIA director for health reasons
on February 2. He had been involved in the
Congressional testimony about the CIA's role in
the Iran-contra affair when he was admitted into
the hospital in December"'" Casey has not been able
to resume testimony since.

.

highest judge in Northern Ireland was killed, tha.t
the Provisional Irish Republican Army has penetrated
.
_
the Irish police force.
The IRA claimed responsibility for the murders
of Court Justice Maurice Gibson, 73, and his wife
Cecily, 70, on Saturday after they arrived in Northern
Ireland from the Irish Republic. A car bomb was
planted in the vehicle and detonated by r~mote
control.
James Molneaux, the leader of the Offical Unionist
Party ( the largest party supported by Northern .
Ireland's Protestants) suggested that there might
·
be an IR \ "bug" within the lnsh police force.
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Smeal 's UNH visit
brings cheers
By Kelly Briggette
When Eleanor Smeal, president of the National Organization of Women (NOW),
spoke in Murkland Hall last
Thursday, she showed -her 100
listeners that any obituaries for
the women's movement are
premature. Smeal also called for
women to take charge of the
upcoming '88 elections.
"Women will determine who
is to be the next president of
the United States (and) turn the
course of this country away from
discrimination and towards
justice," Smeal said.
She believes under the ReaAdministration, the country
gan
The Concerned Women of America protested outside of where N.O.W. President Eleanor has been living in the past.
Smeal spo~e Thursday. (Peter Tamposi photo)
"We've had a honeymoon and
a romance with the past, and
's time to get back to the
ture," Smeal said.
Smeal condemned the Reagan
policies on
Administration's
By Jay Kumar
~nd
economics.
rights,
civil
Divthe
for
MIS/Research
of
use
the
encourages
vironment
The Student PULSE commitissues.
women's
tee released the results of two of alcohol, and 68 percent ·saw ision of Student Affairs, said,
"Since 1980 in Washington
polls of UNH students which a need for alcohol education "There haven't been major
have been losing ground in
we
do.~
indicate that drug and alcohol programs at UNH. Forty-one changes" from the survey
women's rights and civil rights,"
use at UNH is at the national percent of the respondents in 1986. She said the results
Smeal said.
average. The surveys were con- ' consider themselves to be mod- were "close to the ()ational
Smeal said the Reagan adminaverage."
ducted this semester through erate drinkers.
is trying to destroy the
istration
which
program,
PULSE
The
According to the survey, some
the Division of Student Affairs.
of the Civil
accomplishments
In the drug poll, 372 students of the reasons students drink is made up of faculty, staff, and
· the
attacking
by
Act
Rights
surveys.
the
conducted
students,
alcohol,
of
were surveyed and 74 percent are stress, availability
program.
Action
Affirmativ·e
of the respondents said they peer pressure, and exposure to . Grimes said they used a demographic sample which was "very She criticized the administration
have used drugs. Of those stu- others abusing alcohol.
Of the students polled, 26 representative of the university for changing the program's
dent·s, 70 percent have used
executive orders, making its
consume 7 to 14 drinks as a whole."
percent
same
the
at
alcohol
drugs and
coverage of quotas for minordoes
Mello
Sophomore Chris
per week while another 10
time.
·
ities less effective.
Of the respondents, .84 per- percent consume 12 to 21 drinks not see a -major drug or alcohol
we
systems
quota
only
"The
said,
He
..
UNH
at
problem
cent saw a need for drug edu- per week . The results also
in this country are those
cation programs at UNH, and indicated that 16 percent of the · "There's a-lot of casual drinking, have
that protect the advantaged."
63 percent do not believe the students report being intoxi- but there's always a few who
The administration has lost
university environment encour- cated 3 to 4 times per month, drink too much." He added, "I
five court challenges against
its
drugs."
of
lot
a
seen
haven't
report
percent
16
·
while another
ages drug use.
Action charging the
Affirmative
A report on the changes from
, Of the 365 students polled for being intoxicated 5 or more
reversed discrimwith
prografD:
forthbe
should
poll
year's
last
month.
a
in
times
percept
72
the alcohol survey,
said.
Smeal
ination,
·
,
coming.
Marianna Grimes; manager
believe that the university en"The reason there is discrimination is be~ause people profit
from discrimination. Women,
blacks, minorities are the poor
labor pool of this country ... and
discrimination hits all of us,"
According to the bill the dean by the dean.
By.lu:yan Alexander
··
Smeal said.
"I prefer in essence to leave
The.student senate passed the may only search in case of
Smeal criticized Reagan's
a
have
must
he
said
emergency,
is,"
currently
it
as
rule
the
restrictions on the Dean of
Students' ability to search dorm specified object and location in Sanborn, "because it gives the
rooms in Sunday's meeting, mind in conducting the search, dean more perogitive than this
despite widespread disapproval and he must stop the search (the new rule) does. I think that
as long as it can be demonstrated
of the question of consitution- after the object is found.
Dean of Student j\ffairs J. that good judgment is used then
ality of the rule.
The bill spells out the dean's Gregg Sanborn said he followed there is really no problem with
rights in conducting a search, these guidelines in the past, such the existing rule."
But he added that he underaddressing the rule stated in the as only conducting searches only
stood students' disapproval of
student handbook.-Many sena- . in extreme emergencies.
Sanborn said he would like the lack of guidelines and said
tors found this rule to be to
By Kelly Briggette
vague and in need of clarifica- to keep the rule as it stands with
more room_for interpretation SEARCH, page 12
Eleanor Smeal won the
tion.
election _for president of the
NationafOrganizatio nofWom· en (NOW) in July 1985 for the
third time., to the chants of
"Let's raise hell" from her
supporters.
Last Thursday, Smeal's visit
. to UNH did just that.
At 6:30 pm, a half hour before
Smeal's scheduled speech in
Murkland Hall, 15 protestors
from Concerned . Women of
·· America (CW A) and a half a
dozen toddlers gathered outside
next to Thompson Hall.
"NOW is Women against
their children" - "Feminism is
Bankrup""t" - "Yesterday: sexual
liberation - Today: AIDS, VD,
Divorce, abortion trauma WHAT: NOW?" said the signs
carried by the protestors.
DJ a~et Murphy he.ads the
Evans
(Stu
target.
a
for
This seabird soared in the bright blue sky this week-end looking
_ ~: . _a ~~'?~~-e:_ ~~~!':~~ , ~~
_.
.......
___
~
___
_
____
:
-----L.. - photo) · -- - - ---- - - - -- - - - - - ---- ------ - - - - - - - - - - --

Drug and alcoho l use averag e

•••

economic policies as well.
Smeal said she believes the
country is suffering from massive under and unemployment.
In Pittsburgh, there are still
thousands of steelworkers on
the foodbanks, Smeal said.
"I'm told that's just the steel
industry," she said.
"If I look at Detroit's unemployment, I'm told that's just
the auto industry, and when I
look at the farm states, I'm told
that's just the farm states ... In
Texas, Dallas and Houston are
suffering massive recessions. ·
But not to worry, that's ooly
Texas," Smeal said. Smeal also questioned the
administration's budget of 55
cents out of every dollar being
spent on the military, two cents
of every dollar being spent on
health care, and two -cents of
every dollar being spent on
education.
"For what, to make us more
secu~~? Do you feel more secure?
"We've _got to start saying
why? Why can't we have child
care? Why am I told child care
and health care are too expen-

NOW, page 12

Senate restric ts search rule

ELEANOR SMEAL (Peter
Tamposi photo)

... and jeers from
the opposi tion
CW A'•and organized the protest
because CWA opposes NOW's
policies. NOW is pro-choice,
but CWA wants abortion made
illegal. Abortion was legalized
with the Supreme Court decisioninRoevs.Wadei ntheearly
seventies.
· "Roe v.Wade took sexual
responsibility away from the
individual...I' d like to see Roe
vs. Wade repealed," Murphy
said.
NOW supports passage of an
Equal Rights Amendment, but
CW A is opposed to its passage.
According to Murphy, there
are enough laws guaranteeing
equal pay_for equal work.
"We just have to enforce
them," Murphy· said. .
Murphy said she believes the
ERA has a hidden agenda.
"What ERA says is you have
·

__CWa, page.13-- _-·-- -- ·- _
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... The Student Senate fillally appiOved a snack .
bar in Stillings beginning next· year . .
Will people go there instead of the other
fast food places?

"No, I don't think people will
walk all the way over there if
they're not from that area."
Tracy Smith
Freshman
Undeclared

"I think it's going to take time
to catch on because everybody
has their regular hang-out."
Marc Caden
Freshman·
Undeclared

"No, I don't see anyone changing their eating habits 'cause
they're pretty much set in their
ways."
Rich Sossel III
Freshman
English

'

. "I think that it'll be a lot more
acceptable to people in Area I,
instead of going downtown. I ·
think it'll catch on.,;
Susie Paulsen
Freshman
Health Management and Policy

UNH Bookstore
Spring Sidewalk Sale
Selected Clothirig 20-50%
---

selected general reading
and computer books
sold by the pound!!
. Closeout prices on selected ·
supplies, posters, dorm room items,
_ Plants ....... Hot Dogs ....... Raffle . ·

_
When:. .
Monday April 27th thru Friday May 1st
Where:
UNH BooKstore Hewitt Hall
Enter our raffle for a UNH Champion sweatshirt
Outdoors - W.eathe.r P~rm.tWng
··
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Even adQlts wary of the pox
By Andy Aparicio
It begins with a small bump
that looks like a mosquito bite.
Then comes the itching, then
more bumps accompanied by
blistering, then the trip to Hood
House that confirms the sus picion: Chicken-pox.
While most undergraduates
have already had this childhood
disease, there are those who
have reached college untouched
by the Herpesvirus varicella
zoster. Many of these students
are infected during their college
careers.
,, Darlene Spicer, a senior occupational therapy major, is
~
one such student.
"This is a good week _to get
them because most of my work
is,done," she said. "Still, it's a
little embarrassing because most
of my friends have had them,
and it seems like such a little
kid thing to get," she continued.
Marianne Rice was infected
her senior year of high · school
over spring break.
"It blew my whole vacation,"
she said. "I -was ·more mad that I couldn't go to Florida than I
was over the fact that I had
them."
According to Rice, her roommate got chicken-pox while in
Fort Lauderdale during spring

break of her freshman year at occasions, taken into Hood ·
UNH and had to be flown home. House.
If a case has been diagnosed,
This semester, there have
only been two cases of chicken- Health Services tries to locate
pox reported to Hood House the source, if possible. In adalthough cases have also oc- dition, every case is reported
curred in the Oyster River to the state police or health
_
· service by law.
School System .
While chicken-pox is a comAccording to Dr. Peter Patterson, a member of Health mon disease during childhood, .
Services, chicken-pox is one of if it strikes an adult, Patterson
the most contagious disyases warned there can be complicaknown. A person is contagious tions suckr as chicken-poxup to 48 hours before the rash pneumonia. He said the discomappears and the incubation fort accompanying the chickenpox is also worse as an adult.
period lasts from 14-17 days.
Another painful variant of
New blisters form up to five
days after the first rash. During the pox is shingles, caused by
this time, extensive itching is the same ,virus attacking the
common. A person is considered nerve root endings of the body,
contagious until five days after Patterson said.
For the student who has been
the final crop of bl1sters appears
or until scabs have formed on infected, either Benedril or
Periactin (both anti~istamines)
all blisters.
Once a student has been provide some relief from the
diagnosed as having chicken- itching. Baki-ng soda baths in
pox, a quarantine is not a major cool water, along with the use
issue according to Patterson. of Calamine lotion are also
He said this is because most recommended by Patterson.
students who run the risk of Scratching is strictly forbidden
contracting the disease have as it can lead to scarring.
If one has had chicken-pox,
a~ready been exposed to the
the ri$k of reinfection is pracvirus.
Students who.live nearby are tically nonexistent, Patterson
usually sent home, Patterson said. If not, beware. The viru·s
said. Others are either confined is most active during the warm
to their rooms or, on rare months.

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES-"Women's WellBe_ing and the Politics of Nursing.'-, Carroll/Belknap, MUB,
_
12.30-2 p .m.
FRENC!f/ITALIAN FILM -"Heart and Soul.'' Room 303,
James, 3.30 p.m.
MUSO FILM- "Maltese Falcon." Strafford Room, MUB, 7
and 9 :30 p.m., students $1, general $2.
FACULTY CONCERT-John Rogers, electronic music. Art
Galleries, noon and 7 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER-"What Men Don't. Tell Women." -Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p .m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29
LACROSSE-at Harvard
BASEBALL-vs. Brown University. Brackett Field, 1 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER-"What Men Don't Tell Women."
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 2 and 8 p.m.
FRENCH/ ITALIAN FILM-"Heart and Soul." Room 100,
Murkland, 7 p.m.
SLIDE SHOW-"The University of El Salyador." Sponsored
by Committee on Central America. Find out why the University
of El Salvador needs a sister university like UNH. Herzel
Hall, 7:30 p.m., free.

THURSDAY, APRIL 30
-BROWN BAG-IT IN THE GALLERIES-Gary Samson, slide
talk, "The Hermit Images of Ulric Bourgeois." Galleries,
12:30 p.m.
ROBERT ·I. WATSON LECTURE-"Disgust and Sympathetic
Magic." Paul Rozin, Professor psychology, University of
Penn. Room 101, Conant, 3:40-5 p.m.

Instructo rs lose benefits
By Deborah Robinson
An increase in sala[y is usually
a desirable th_ing. It indicates
recognition · of "a-rob well done.
Unfortunately for the English
department at the University
of New Hampshire, an increase
in salaries for instructors may ·
have done them m0re -harm
then good.
Instructors, while they are as
. equally educated as full profes. sors teacl¥q,uly two classes and
are not a permanent part of the
department.
Last summer, at the request
of English instructors and professors, a review committee
decided to give instructors a long
awaited raise from $9,000 _to a
start.i ng salary of $11,500 for
first year instructors, with a
$500 increase witb each additional year of experience. The
·review committee was made up
of the Academic Vice President
Richard Hersh, the Dean of
Liberal Arts Stuart Palmer and
Vice Chancellor for Resource
Administration Gary Wulf.
At the same time the committee reviewed a commensurable
salary for English instructors,
they reasses~ed the percentage
of time instructors spent teaching. Before the reassessment,
English instructors were considered at least 75 percent-time
employees, which means they
spent at least 75 % of their time
teaching. As such, they were
entitled to full university benefits.
Along with"a pay increase, the
review committee changed the
percentage of time for instructors to below 75%. Any university employee who works less
than 75%-time is compensated
for only half of university
benefits. While the english
instructors received a raise, their
reassessment left them without
the full benefits they previously
had.
Wulf said the salary should
accurately reflect "the actual
percentage of time" tl]e instructors spend teaching. He said

instructors did· not actually
_spend 75 % of their time teaching, but would say they were to
'take advantage of the benefits
offered. ·
Professor Carl Dawson, head
of the English department, said
"the people (instructors) deserve much more than they're
getting, " but he has a "firm
hope" that instructors will be
reconsidered for 75%-time employe1es .
Dawson also said there are
"all kinds of issues" that need
to be taken into consideration.
Initially the position of instructor was considered a temporary
one, created because the Engli~h
department wanted to "be able
to give work and experience to
good people."
Most, if not all, of the 12
instructors in the department
have their Ph.D.'s and work on
other projects independently.
Dawson said that while the
instructors _are highly qualified,
they are considered temporary.
English-professor Sarah Sherman said that one of the main

issues is the actual amount of
time instructors spend teaching . .
"We ask them and strongly
encourage them to meet individually with students." Sherman said this is what helps make
the department as strong as it
is and why they have been
fighting to get the percentage
raised. ,
Although both the pay increas·e and benefit cuts were ·
implemented this yea-r, the issue
will become more apparent next
year. The college of Liberal Arts
was able to give instructors a ·
monetary bonus that would
allow instructors to buy the
benefits that had been cut.
Both Sherman and Dawson
said it is important to remember
that nothing is definite yet
either. The policy has been
changed, but there is still a
possibility of mor_e change.
Sherman said the committee is
still "trying to sort out right now
what the policy is going to be,"
and Dawson has worked very
hard at g·e tting the percentage
back up.

Building_f Careers
in New England
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EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM-"The genesis of two
mica grani_t,es: tectonic signiticat:?-ce." Jennifer Hayward,
Ph.D. candiclate, Dept. of Earth Sciences. Room 119, James,
4p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES- "Grete Minde." Room 1 H>,
Murkland, 7:30 p.m., free.
UNH JAZZ BAND-Dave Seiler, qirecting. Strafford Room,
.
.
MUB, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER:."What Men Don't Tell Women."
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 1
NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SEMIN.t\R"Foreign Trade and American Industry." Norman: S. Fieleke,
Vice President and Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.
1925 Room, Alumni Center, 4 p.m.
TRIVIA NIGHT-Contest featuring music and general trivia
broadcast over WUNH (91.3 FM), o-8 p.m . .
GTE FOUNDATiON LECTURE SERIES-Space Technology
and Human Values, Part IV, Future Directions. Dr. George
B. Field, Senior Physicist, Smithsonian Astrophysical _
· O~servatory. Room 208, McConnell, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER-"What Men Don't TeU Women."
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Observe deadlines on proper forms)
r
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weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H_. 03824. Business. ◄.
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Grossman's, the number· 1 supplier of lumber and building
materials in the Northeast, is looking for career minded people.
The home center market is one ot the country's most rapidly
expanding industries. We have exceptional growth opportunities
for ambitious individuals to join our success.

✓ MANAGEMENT

TRAINEES

If you are an ambitious person with strong organizational ability,
good people skills, a high level of energy and, preferably, retail
and/or building experience, we'll provide all the tools you need
to build a successful career including:
• very competitive wages • outstanding training
• excellent medical coverage • employee ·discounts
• tuition reimbursement • paid vacation and holidays
Interested candidates should send resumes to Steve Linsky,
Dept. S, Grossman's, 730 Boston Turnpike, Shr~wsbury,
'
MA01545.
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OTICES
ACADEMIC
NEW AND EXCITING REFERENCE BOOKS
AT LIBRARY: The library reference collection
now includes: A Field Guide to American Archi'tect,ure; World Coin Encyclopedia; Rock Music
in Ameri<;a; Political Facts of the United States
Since 1789; The Dictionary of Demography; plus
a multitude of new phone book~.
CAREER

Gays push forward
to attain rights

WOMEN, STRESS AND HEALTH: Workshop
directed towards specific women's issues stress
and lifestyle management for women in the 80's :
A look a t pressures and possibilities of being a
female student at UNH. Tuesday, April 28,
Christensen, 7 p.m.
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: '
Individuals concerned about their drinking or drug
use are welcome. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon
,
·
to 1 p.m.

CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOP: Last one
of the semester! Small group workshop designed ADUL--T CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: M~eting
for individuals affected by a parent's problem
to help you identify your career goals. Sign-up basis
only; Room 203, Huddleston Hall. Wednesday, drinking. Thursdays, Underwood House, 7-8:30
.
· May 6, Room 203, Huddleston Hall, 4:30-6:30 p.m. _p.m.

PEACE'VIGIL: A gathering of concerned people
to discuss viewpoints and upcoming events .
Thursdays, T-Hall Flag pole, 12:30 p.m.

SAFE RIDES: A service for students that provides
safe tra:nsportation home for drivers under the
influence of alcohol and/ or other drugs and/ or
those riding with them. Thursdays, Fridays, and
Saturdays, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., call 862~1414.

PIZZA FOR LUNCH BUNCH: Join other nontraditional students for an informal pizza lunch
every Friday at Underwood House, no.on to 1 p.m.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Closed
meeti~g for women concerned about their drinking
or drug use. Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.

STANDARDIZED TEST TAKING FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
St~dent ,Center. Presented by TASk Center. Which
tests will you need to apply to graduate school?
Maxi_mize your scores by learning the ins and outs
of preparing for the GRE and other entrance_exams.
Wednesday, April 29, Underwood House, 3-4 p.m.

MEETINGS

GEN,ERAL

J .S.A.-HILLEL: We're forming a HILLEL under
the supervision of Rabbi Girourd, for_pext year.
All interested students and faculty welcome.
Wednesday, April 29, Merrimack Room, MUB,
7 p.m.
UNH SPRING HORSE TRIALS: Riders from
'throughout New England will compete in Dressage,
Cross Country Jumping and Stadium Jumping tests.
Dressage: Saturday, May 2, Green Acres Stable
Dover, 8 a.m. to 3 p .m. Jumping: Sunday, May 3,
UNH Horse Barns, ~ a.m. to 4 p.m.
LOST & FOUND SALE: Articles that the Office
of Student Activities has accumulated from the
Lost and Found Dept. will be on sale. Wednesday,
May 6, Front of Grafton Roqm, MUB, 9 a.m. to
3p.m.
HEALTH
The following events are being sponsored by Health
Educa_tion Center, Health Services:

NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING:
Student meeting. Tuesdays, Room 103, Morrill,
7-8:30 p.m.
'
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
MEETING: Discussion of the issues relating to
nudear .arms buildup and organizing of activities,
rallies, etc. Wednesdays, MUB, 7 p.m.
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETING : Discussion on how the rally went in
Washi~gton, planning and brainstorming for next
year. Final official COCA meeting of the spring
semester. Tuesday, April 28, Merrimack Room,_
MUB,6p.m.
UNH ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION MEETING:
Students interested in personal investing, eco~
nomics, and general business are invited to attend.
Room 201, McConnell Hall, 8 p.m.
·
INTER-RESIDENCE ORGANIZATION (IRO)
MEETING: Meeting of all old and new officers
for all dorm governments. Agenda includes ·
Leadership Conference for fall, Constitution, goals
for next year. Open to all enthusiasts of res'idence
hall living. Sunday~ May 3, Room 306 McConnell,
9p.m.
·~

. NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-

ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)
'
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By .Teresa Dudek
Students at UNH accepted
the Gay and Lesbian Cultural
Awareness Fest, it seemed, as
long as homosexual views remained distant from the general
student body.
"If they accept me, I'll accept
them the way they are, as long
as they don't push anything on
m·e," said Tisha Provenzano,
22.
The first Gay and Lesbian
Cultural Awareness Fest in-:cluded lectures coordinated by
the <campus Gay and Lesbian
Alliance from April 12-21.
A Blue Jean Day was held last
week as a campus-wide pro gram. Bruce Perry, Congreve
hall ·director borrowed the idea
of Blue Jean Day from other
college campuses. He said the ·
Gay and Lesbian Cultural A wareness Fest was successful, "because people are talking about
it."
,
Although he is no_t gay, Perry
strives to initiate students'
acceptance of gays. "You need
to go through a process to get
there," he said.
Clare Chapman, 22, accepted
the Gay and Lesbian Cultural
Awareness Fest, although she
didn't participate in it. "There's
supposedly a large percentage
on campus and maybe the campus should understand these
people, rather than have homo~
phobia," she said. "People are
always afraid ~f what they don't
know about." '(,
Bill Bartosch, 20, supported
the educational value of a Gay
and Lesbian Cultural Awareness
Fest, but didn't approve o(
homosexual behavior. "I support education of any sort," he
• said. "A lot of people probably
don't realize what their (homosexuals') lifestyles are like or
the problems they encounter.
I draw the line when their views

are forced upon ine, because I
can accept them without ap- proving of them," he said.
. While UNH held a Gay and
Lesbian Cultural Awareness
Fest, the state legislature debated a -bill that would bar
homosexuals from adopting,
foster parenting, or working in
a day care center. Students at
UNH, such as Bartosch, voiced
concern over ill effects of a gay
familiy structure.
·
"Many gay people can probably offer them good homes, but
at the same time, not at the
expense of children losing stability within a family home,"
Bartosch said.
Provenzano believes a homosexual parent can provide adequate care in most caes. "On a
whole, if they' re loving enough
to get a kid, that's fine," she said. "Chances are it won't hurt the
kid, but the only drawback is it might."
Chapman stressed parental
love for a child over sexual
prefere_r1ce. "I think the most
important thing is for a child
to be loved," she said.
According to Chapman, it's
better for a child to be in a home
with love, stability and care,
rather than heterosexual abuse.
"As far as I know, there are no
statistics on long term harmful .
effects on children raised by
homosexuals," she said.
Despite some positive student" feedback concerning homosexuality and the Gay and
Lesbian Cultural Awareness
Fest, misconceptions about homosexuality'still persist' at UNH
"You can read them on the ·
bathroom walls," said Emily
Kinniburgh, 22. One such an onymous misconception "Did all the guys say no and then
you turned queer?" - stains a
bathroom wall in the Paul
Creative Arts Center.

i MUB ON WHEELS I
iI Try, Falafel
<I (A middle
. eastern
e dish)~
...l~aurha-m
·

Copy~

JenkinsCourt•868-7031

I~
·
I We have SUBS

i .-Turkey $2.60

ONLY $2.25!
Soda 50¢ Juice 60¢

I
I

I~
I

i

-Ham $2.40
We have
I
-Roast Beef $2.65
munchies too!
I
I -Tuna $2_.40
. Chips, cooki~s,
-Vegetarian $1.90 - .
· & brownies.I ..

I

Il . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~

RESUMES
electronically typed

$18.50 includes
typing, 25 resumes, matching sheets, envelopes

re_
visions made easily w/our 1 yr. memory storage
Open 8:30-5:30, Mon-Fri .

WHALE WATCH
Marine biologist-led ·cruises
from Newburyport, M·ass.
9 a,m, to 3 p,m. From Hilton's Dock,
Newburyport, MA 01950

,

New England Whale Watch
617-465-7165

special early season prices to UNH students with ID
.
April 25, May 2, May 9, May ·10

$12.00 each

Organizational meeting
April 29 at 8:00 p.m.
Senate Room MUB

GARY H)ART

for Pr~sident 1988
,Normally $20.00
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Wanted:.·
Staff for NH boys camp

Teacher speaks on Contras
By Carolyn E. Bewersdorf
"Tell the people of the United
States that we hope they're as
free as we are someday." That
was the message Donna Sananti no brought home with her
from the people of Nicaragua.
Last week, Sanantino, a Wolfboro, N.H. school teacher, spoke
to Kate Lincoln's Women's
Studies class of her recent trip
to Nicaragua.
Sanantin.o made her trip to
Nicaragua because she "wanted •
to be able to make a statement."
She said, "I knew that I could
do tl;iat really effectively. I
wanted to use my position, my
role as a teacher in a broader
context."
Sanantino explained that
because of the current war
raging between the contras and
the Sandinistas, there aren't
enough gun-free hands to pick
coffee.
She and 25 other women from
the US organized through the
Nicaraguan Exchange program
in New York City and became
the first all woman brigade from
the States to help in the coffee
harvest. The brigade called
themselves "Brigada Juana Colon" after the early Puerto Rican
feminist Juana Colon.
Sanantino told the group that
most of the North Americans
that Nicaraguans meet protest
the aid PTesident Reagan has
issued to the contras. Because
of this, Nicaraguans see-'Americans as people with no say in
their government's a.ctions.
Sanantino said that the Sandinistas ·_ revolutionists fighting for independence - have
eradicated the 80% illiteracy
rate, have built 2,500 medical ·
facilities and have enabled Nicaraguans to attend colleges and
professional schools for free .
According to Sanantino, the
people of Nicaragua are "nationalistic." She said, "When
I ·was there, I heard people say,
'N icaragua is for the N icaraguans. It's not for the Soviet
Union and it's not for the
United States.' The people really
feel strongly about the outside
· 'influence," she continued.
The road to independence for
the San'dinistas is a long one.
Sanantino explained •that in
1912, US Marines occupied
Nicaragua because "the US
cons.idered all of Central America to be part of its 'sphere of
·
influence.' "
Revolutionists rose up under
a "young Nicaraguan patriot"
named Sandino, and in l933
forced the Marines but of the
country . Prior to leaving, the
US helped to install the National Guard and the Simosa
family dictatorship of whom
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
said, "Simosa may be a son of
a bitch, but he's our son of a
.
bitch_,.,
After declaring p~ace on Feb.
21, 1934, Sandino was assassinated by Simosa's men outside
Simosa's home. From then on,
the Simosa family accumulated
most of the wealth and one third
of all of the land in the country.
According to Sanantino, at the
same time, the people of Nicaragua made an average of eleven
dollars a year.
Inspired by the late Sandino,
revolutionists took on the name
of "Sandinistas" and began the
fight against Simosa, National
Guard brutality and excessive
US influence. In 1979, Sjmosa
fled Nicaragua after the Sandinistas defeated the National

Guard.
Today's .S andinistas have
made positive changes for Nicaraguans, but according to
Sanantino, they must still fight
for their independence. The
contras, former Simosan National Guardsmen and Reagan's
"freedom fighters," regr_o uped
in Honduras and obtained US
aid.
"Now supported by US money, training and equipment,
they've [contras] launched their
attacks into Nicaragua," said
Sanantino. "The US is spending
our tax money on the contras,"
she continued. "They are also
being helped in unofficial ways,"
she said. Sanantino mentioned
several supporters - the Unification Church, Soldier of Fortune magazine, and the makers
of Coors beer.
Sanantino said, "The contras'
main tactic is terrorism and
their targets are those who stand
from advances of the revolution - teachers, nurses and agricultural technicians.''
According to Sanantino, the
contras attack the economy to
make it harder for people to
survive and thus "weakening
support for the Sandinistas."
Sanantino also said that Reagan
wants the Nicaraguan people
to have faith in the US, but is
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pushing them further away in
giving aid to the contras.
In response to the reasoning
that the US is "protecting our
back door" from Russian attack,
Sanantino said, "I can't even
imagine it. It [Nicaragua] is such
a tiny counrry ... on.ly three million people.''
"It's not Communist," she
continued. "I never heard the
word 'Communist' while I was
there. Even though there is a
Communist party that's acknowledged, President Ortega
isn't a Communist."
Sanantino continued, explaining that the Ortega's cabfoet
comprises Communist members
as well as very conservative
members. "They're trying to
maintain a balance," she said.
"They' re trying to provide food
and education and health care
for all of the people. I just don't
see them as a threat at all," she
said.
Kadeen Brown, freshman
psychology major and Deena
Gangloff, sophomore communications major and members of
Lincoln's class, agreed that
Sanantino' s pro-Sandinista presentation was "very informative." Gangloff said, "She she_d
some light on the subject for
me, but made me wonder about
the other side [ the contras]."

Specialty areas: Tennis, trip-crafts, archery, canoe, craftswood working and sports coaching. ~RolJJJt~
'

For info. please contact:
C.A. Downie
PO Box 1147
Wolfeboro, N.H. 03894
569-4531 after 4:30 p.m.
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GRADUATES!
LEARN ABOUT
CAREERS IN TRAVEL!
The World k Your Prmge Benefit!
CALL
TRA.V EL
£DUCAT/ON
CCNTER
AFFH.IATED WITH CRIMSON TRAVEL SERVICE

CDIBBIDGE, IU 617-547-7750

AND
NAs■,a,

NB 603-880-7200

A=egree
of caring.
For people who care about peopleteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals -N ortheastern University has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouve College of
Human Development Professions .
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree p_rograms
that include :

A wiffle band performed at the wiffle ball marathon this weekend. (Craig Parker photo)

~~~of ~el,uv~-eul/

Master of Education
• Counseling ·
• Consulting Teach·er of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education

30!UVI/UAf ~ ifudte;
'fOM/UJ/mvv

OPEN HOUSE
CWednesJap, dlp;ul 29 ®
3 F'·fn/· cEil f t ~ ,

BOSTON
BOUVE
·O Northcast\!rn Uni~rsity

~,~~
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Master of Science
·•Counseli ng Psychology
• Physical Education
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology .
Doctora! and non-degree certification
·
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
call (617) 437-2708 or write to BostonBouve College at the address below.

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions
.107 Dockser Hall,Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave ., Boston, MA 02115
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BUSH

S~mmer Day Camp Counselor Positi~ns ,

(continued from,page 2)

in Manchester, New Hampshire

from around the state at the
Ramada Inn in Keene, NH.
Frank Mitchell, Pine Island 4-H Center
While in his meetings, his
Co!ltai:t:
2849 Brown Ave., Manch(?stet, NH 03l03
staff did its job to control and
Tel: 627-5637
entertain a beleaguered press.
Reporters and photographers
could not help but make gr,udgr - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , i n g comments about the day_ and
College work study preferred

''Take.a i-week Summer Intensive
•1ghf •
Gt.Nort eastern at_n
·
Enroll in a !i-wt>t•k Sumnwr lnt<•nsivP at
North(•astern Univt•rsity, and put your
carPt•r on a fast tm<·k.
You can pkk up extra <·rt•dits, makP
upcourst>work, or lt•arn sonwthing
nPw. 1'clke one part-tinw un<l<>r~raduatP
c·ourst>, or<'on<·t•nt rah• 011 a <'Pr·• ifi<'att<
at six <·onvt•nit•nt lo<:at ions . S<•n•n- and
10-week eoursPs an• also availahl<•.
Summer n•gist rat ion st arts .ftuw H.
Classt•s twgin ,Junt• 22. For in format ion
and ('OUrse listin~s. rnll-t:J, :!-tOO. (-)r S('ll<I
us thP ('OUpon ht•low.
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ONE GREAT .FOOD .&

BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT
NAME DESERVES ANorHER.
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
FOR U.N.H. MAY GRADS
MARRIOTT. There's no finer name in food service and no better
company to help build your own solid reputation in fooq ~n,d _ -. , .
be',lerage management.
•·
What we offer is far from an ordinary job. The career standards
we've established for ourselves are very high, and yet, they're easy
to meet and even exceed because of our concerned interest in your
development. This enlightened approach to outuring career,s){part .
_of a 60-year-old Marriott tradition we call ''The Personal .Touch:' .. ·
Management opportunities are available in: .
.
, -: _;
□ Health Care Services
□ Business Food Services
□ Saga Education Services
□ Auxiliary Services
□ Conference Centers D School Food Services
□ Canadian Division

Interviews May 4 - Sign up in Placem.ent Office today :

ADD YOUR NAME TO OURS.

Sixty Years of Hospitality

~f~tfJi;;~;:i~kn_memonews.

.

1927-1987

Or, send your resume to: Marriott Food Service Management,

ATTN: Phil Belanger, Manager of Employment, Marriott Drive,
Dept. 819.UNH, Washington, D.C. 20~58
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One Associated Press photographer complaned ab~ut
having his swiss army knife
confiscated from the Secret,
Service.
Another reporter moaned,.
"this is the worst day of my life,
but at least we'll have some
pictures."
_
· The photographer from the
Keene Sentinel finally
gave
d I up
after coming te> the Rama a nn
only to find no access to Bush's
celebration with supporters.
"This isn't fair," he told
Bus h' s press sta ff .
"Then leave," they answered.
~.He did. .

•••

'84 style, limiting press access . ·
In '84 his campaign was meant
to flatter small town reporters
with press conferences in this
Chicken Hatchery and that
Ramada Inn. His only obstacle
was the planetful of national
reporters following ~im . He
hasn't had to deal with that yet.
.
·· .While Bush attempts to avoid
1the\limelight, other Republican /
frontr-unners are t.i:ying to grab
a piece of it. ·
Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole second in the polls,
reveals a' risky, high-profile
style. Capitalizing on the IranContra affair, scarcely a day has
passed without Dole appearing
on television or on newspaper
front pages defending or damning the admiriistratio~'s "mistakes" - sometimes doing both
in-virtually the same breath.
And Rep. Jack Kemp, R-NY,
has unsuccesfully tried to garner ,
a share of the limelight for his
, more unequivocal support of
the administration. But Kemp

will have other problems in the
Granite State. Although Bush
is the only candidate with the
governor's endorsement, Kemp
has special privy as the governor's most hated candidate.
The animosity stems from
Kemp's endorsement of Rudman over Sununu for Senate in
'80. Then there's Kemp's vocal
opposition to the governor's
.policy on Seabrok's evacuation
zone. There are even rumors
of a Kemp· aide running against.,
Sununu in the next governor's
bid.
And despite the statement by
five of New Hamps_h ire's ten
Republican county chairmen
that Kemp typifies New Hampshire's philosophy of low ta~es
and fiscal austerity - and despite
their announcement that they
will not seek re-election so they
can organize· their counties
· behind Kemp - it will not be
smooth sailing for Kemp in
Sununu's territory.
• • •

Bush was sticking with his
As Bush enters the press
holding room of the Ramada
Inn in Keene, NH, he glances
at the reporters clustered around
the governor and quips, "Is
Suriunu having · yet another
pres-s conference?"
.
Everybody laughs . ..
He walks ar'ound the room
shaking hands with ·local reporters and even answers a few
By Edward L. McKey
nuclear _weapons, but this can questions abo~t his day.
Down the hall in the function
So frequently we hear on the be dbne by two means, disarnews how President Reagan's mam·ent or by a perfect defence. room _ red, white, and blue
Strategic Defence Initiative
Since none of the superpow- balloons fill, the ~eiling as silver .
(SDI) - _also known ·as 'Star . ers trust each other to complete-- blimp halloohs t;narj(ed "US_A "
Wars' - could be t~e Pierfe<;t ly dis,a rm, -t.Q@ only alternative 'bump into tiny' American flags
defense that will protect us from is to develop a perfect defense. hung along the wall - B~sh
enemy anti-ballistic missiles Of course, no defense is perfect supporters sip on. cocktails,
carrying nuclear warheads. But if somebody really wants to waiting for their man.
·
according to Pr:ofe~sot Kosr:a att.ack the.United States, Tsipis
As Bush enters the function
Tsipis, rarely a;re we ·told hcf~' sai'd.
.
.
room with his wife Barbara and
fallible the President's 'pedect -· After describing the·rational- the governor by his side - th:e
defense' actually is.
izing behind the concept of the crowd cheers. He does not have
Last Friday, Massachusetts perfect defense, Tsipis then to worry about what he is about
Institute of Technology Profes- described the concept of SDI and to say, the press is not there t6
sor Tsipis gave a lecture in- . how it would wo_rk during an rec~rd it_ they are in the pres~
DeMerritt Hall. Entitled "The "' actual attack. This_ w~s closely holding room, guarded by Bush's
·
_Feasibility of SDI," the lecture followe~ b~ a d~scnptio!1 of the people.
_ ). • ;' • ·• - .
~ou-rJitjed. politkal and stientific . sy.~tem s_high, t(!St_aJ.latiqn.. co§,t , . _. _.
reasons why SDI is ·an unfeasible and its vulnerability in space. ·
·
In addition, Tsipis said, the
system of natjonal defense.
. Prof. Tsipis .b egan by cl,e f ining , sysi:em would need a "bug-:free"
After campaigning, Bush flew
'the potential courses· of action 'battle management program;
from Keene to Pease Air Fore.~
in the nuclear arms race; reso- "How do you know the program
Base, and from there up to his
lution ob::onflict, -dete,rre[).ce; · will work; when you need it to?"
farmhouse in Kennebunkport,
or get.t ing' ;id of nucle:ar wea- Various methods of rendering
Maine. His next visit to New
pons. The conflict could only the system ineffective were also
Hampshire will be on May 23,
be resolved by determining a illustrated.
at UNH's commencement ce, _ w.jn,ner, e_x<:eI.?tJ?at '.\yifPt_J:i~se\ : , 1,s.i_pi~ <;qncluded his lecture r_e mony. A visit he calls "the
- i- 1' 'dam:n ··nuclear explo"stvces
with ,a direct accusation of the
non-political appearance," aqd
around, you can't have a~inner" U.S. government's irresponsible
a visit he may find more difficuh
- or by negotia,tin.g; i'l co1,1rse ·--. handling,- of informing the pub- to control.
· ..
-Pre~ident Reagan does_nq~ se~m li"c o't die ·p_rogress of ~DI':s
According to his staff, George
f·;. .·.to C0fi1?rehepct·: _·•·. • '. _.. '.·•. : .: . instaHation: :A · farge pomon of Bush h~d a "good day" la~.t
.. '· "beterrence" - the· amassing •. ·"the· public a'ccepts and believes
Thursday. Ron K;aufman , ,·a
- of vast militar.y re_so'ur.c es to that SDI will:'protect them, and
political advisor from th~ R~·disc·ourage ·war ~ 'is -irhat the that\s- ·a big lie ... Vast amounts
publican ·National Comm1tte~,
superpowers are clo,ing.,no~ f~d 1 of money am being spent on :a and the manager of Bush's
no agreements hav.e as yet-been '• sysiein which wil! collapse in northeast campaign said it was
reached. The last pos-sibility is its., own ,silli,n~ss."
the kind of campaigning George
-simply get· ri'd: ol alFt_he Bus.h likes. A .cup of coffee, _
homemade brownies, hatching
chickens, "That's what Amer'()14'
ica's all about," Kaufman said.
George Bush, Ronald Reagaa
and their supporters would
probably agree.
.
~tIIEiU( ON(~E l\21S A SUIU(Ell
But those UNH students
NAi'U~I) I.,OUIE, ·
planning -co protest Bush's
commencement visit would
11r11osE -~1-'0TIIES l\TEJlE so 'fIGH'r
probably disagree wit~ Ka?'fHE 'rUllNEn 111-'UEY,
man, Bush, and the contrnuat10n
HE SEAll(~HEI) 'I1llE 11ro1u"'n llOUNI),
of the Reagan agenda.
JtlNAI-'1-'Y 1~011Nn .
Of the news of opposition :tQ
Bush's visit, "Let 'em protest,"
IUG IUG STUl(l.",, NUI NUI.
Kaufman said.·
.,•·
.
After all - protests, political
ethics, not just brownies and
baby chicks - are also wl\at

MIT Prof speaks
out on Stat Wars
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Cemen t boat builde rs - no rocks ·in their heads
By Robert Bosworth
"It was pure hell," said senior
civil eng'i neering major James
Falvey,·describing his trip down
the Kenduskeag River in Orono,
Maine in a concrete canoe
du~ing the 13th annual Whitewater Concrete Canoe Race held
April 18.
However, it was well worth
it. Falvey' s and boatmate Steve
Palmer's efforts were rewarded
as thej r canoe, which they
constructed, won three awards.
The canoe, named the Sea
Nymph, took second place in
the race, finishing the eight-

mile course in 2:23:05, 1:45
behind first place University
of Vermont. The Sea Nymph
won top honors for Best Design
and Best Construction.
The event, sponsored by the
American Concrete Institute
and the University of Maine,
is a ·competition between civil
engineering students from New
England colleges and universities. According to Falvey, 21
boats, from all New England
state schools and the Wentworth Institute of Technology,
University of Lowell,U niversity
of Hartford and Vermont Tech-

·
nical College, competed.
UNH' s other entry, the Ellie
May, which competed for the
fourth straight year, sunk before
the finish line. Seven other boats
met a similar fate.
The UNH entries were sponsored by the American Society
of Civil Engineers, UNH chapter.
' To some, the idea of a navigable concrete canoe may seem
absurd. But to Falvey and his
fellow engineers, not only is it
a practical concept, it's one that
deserves much thought and
plann_in if one intends to do

Steve Palmer(lt), Jim Falveyand Ashaari Mohamed surround the Sea Nymph.

tic or fiberglass materials are
well in this event.
Adhering to the laws of allowed iri the construction.
After 500 hours of hard work
density and buoyancy, Falvey,
Palmer and graduate student and sweat came •the ultimate
Ashaari Mohamed set out to _ test: the big race.
Falvey said the Sea Nymph
construct a canoe using only
concrete and wire. With these started out strong. "The first
materials and a fiberglass mold, three or four miles was relativeFalvey and his teammates '· ly flat water and we-made good
w,orked for qver 500 hours on time," he said. But the tide
the canoe. The final product turned when the canoe hit a
weighed in at 145 pounds and "sleeper", a rock whose tip lies
just below the water's surface.
was 18 feet Iong.
"We pulled over, patched it
It was the lightest- boat in the
competition, 30 pounds lighter with duct tape and then started
out again," Falvey said.
than its nearest competitor.
The patch could not stop the
According to Falvey, the main
objective is to create a strong leak, however. Falvey had to
yet light-weight concrete mix- shift his weight to one side,
ture. He said his mixture lifting one side of the .canoe and
weighed 75 pounds per cubic . keeping the hole above water.
About halfway through the
foot, compared to 150 pounds
per cubic foot of normal con- course, Falvey said there were
heavy water falls. There, he and
crete.
Once the mixture is made and · Palmer took the boat out of the
the wire frame is constructed water and carried it around the
in the mold, concrete is placed falls before getting back into
in the mold. After 14 days, the the river.
Falvey said they did this
canoe can be taken from the
mold but requires J,4 additional routine five or six times to
days before the concrete can be minimize the damage.
"We went out on the river and
properly cured.
The next step is smoothing , surveyed the course a day earlier.
down the canoe's surface by We knew where the rapids and
sanding and applying bondo. white water were and that
Falvey said it is essential to have definitely helped us," Falvey
a smooth boat since it cuts down said.
Then the real trouble started.
on the canpe's drag and it is
Falvey' s seat broke and he had
easier to control.
Along with a smooth canoe, -to kneel on the floor, which
Falvey said it i~ important to eventually led to a hole and cost
create an intricate wire rein- them first place.
"It's a very rocky part on the
forced structure to form a "thin"
boat. Falvey said the sides of the river and we got a hole because
canoe were 3/8 inches thick of the pressure from my knee,"
while the floor was 1/2 inch he ·said.
•
thick. 1
Acc~rding to Falvey, no plas.:. · OARS, page 20

STUD ENT SENATE
Exec·u ti ve Board
Compens_a ted
Positions Available ·
For 87-88 Academic Year
CouJtcil Chairpers on Positions in:
*Academic Affairs ·
:* Financial Affairs and Administr ation ·

;Health Ind H\linan Se;~ices ·. · ·

·

*Judicial Policy
*Residenti al Life and Dining ServiceQ/.
·.
*Students for the University ·
*Campus Transit Authority
·and Commute r Affairs

Applications available in the Student Senate Office, Rm. 130, M UB.
· Deadline: May 1st 1987
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FOR SALE
FIRST PRINTINGS IN AILANTIC MONT~LY
HENRY DAVID THOREAU

R. W. EMERSON

}#ne, 1862."Walking"-$3()
No", 1862-"Witd Apple"-$20
Oct, I 863- "Life Witho#t Principle"-$30
Nofl, 1863-"Night and Moonlight"-$20
Dec, 1864-"The Highland Light "-$ 15

;4.,~-·-• 1863- "Thorea#"-$20

E. E. HALE
Dec, 1863-"The Man Witho#t A Co#ntry"-$50

J. W. HOWE
Feb, 1862-"Battle Hymn of the Rep#blic"-$20

Call after 6 i).ffi. 868-5697 .

Student reflected on the view of the Kappa Sigma Keg Toss held this Saturday. (Christopher
·
. Estes photo)

Space - the final frontier
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By Edward McKey
Although outer space may be
. quite a distance from us here
on Earth, studying the Earth
from space allows us to know
our planet mud~ better.
Paul Scully-Power, associate
technical director for research
and technology at the Naval
Underwater Systems Center,
spoke in McConnell Hall last
Friday. The lecture, entitled
"Outer Space and· the Inner
Secrets of Mother Earth," ' was
the third in the Space, T echnotogY_ and Human Values ~ecture
senes.
Scully-Power centered the
lecture around the concept that
"space offers a unique vantage

,S Urwersltylh&ter
-S.1986-87Seasonl'resents

lie':\
II

the Premiere of

WHAT MEN DONT

Tlll WOMEN,
Based on the Book by ROY BLOUNT.lr.,Adaptedand
Johnson Theater.
Eldon
Magldson.
DlrectedbyDavtd
'sabel and Harriet Paul Creative ).l.rts Center,
University of New Hampshire, Durham. Preview: April 27 at 8 p.m.,
Evening Performances: April 28-30, May 1-2 at 8 p.m., Matinees: April 29 at
2 p.m.; May 2 at 4 p.m. General: SS, UNH Students/Employees/Alumni and Senior
Ollzen.s: S4, l'l'evfew: S2. Reservattons:862-2290, Dinner lh&ter Package·
New England Center Restaurant.

r

~ord Association

point to look at the Earth in its
entirety and to learn of its global
dynamics and interactions."
Because Scully-Power was on
board the space shuttle Challenger during its space mission
in 1984, he had the opportunity
to take many of the photographs
which served as the backbone
to Friday evening's lecture. He
used his slides to illustrate such
ocean phenpmena as eddies in
the Mediterranean Sea, the
visible results of deforestation,
and the ·v isibility of the Gulf
Stream when viewed from
space.
Scully-Powers also described
the versatility of the space
shuttle itself. His photos illus-

trated the various functions the
shuttle .could perform; as space
lab, or mobile satellite repair
shop.
The benefits of manned space
flight are numerous, ScullyPower said. Only from space can
one "stand back and view the
system in its unified whole."
The next lecture in the Space,
Technology, and Human Values
series will be given by George
B. Field, the Robert Wheeler
Willson Professor of Applied
Astronomy at Harvard U niversi ty. Professor Field's lecture
will be entitld "Space Technology: Future Directions" and will
be given on May 1 at 7:30 p.m.
in room 298 of McConnell Hall.

(603) 669~6447

Write news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your
name in print

Word Processing • 'fyplng • Transcription
Durham, New Hampshire
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Young's Restaurant
& CoffeeShop, Inc.

I
I

I

- Break[ast Sp_ecial -

I

II

I
~

$2.70

~Luncheon Sp_ecialc#">

I!

Luncheon Smorge,ho,g, choo,e 3 of the f~lloMni,
Fruit Salad, ~otato Salad, ColeSlaw, Roast Beef,

~

Sliced Turkey, Tuna or Cottage Chees~.

$3.40

-~

II

FM any ,pedal func,;onOrder our home baked finger roll, 'Today"

jl!

/;lied w#h your choke of fillfflg, .

i

48 Main St.,
Durham, N.H·.

~

i~
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.j

Prices $29.99-$36.90
Nylon / 111 I'.·\ lab•• c
Side Seamless Cut
fo r ultimate
stretch and comfort
Elastic Wais tband /
Triple Sti tched tor
comfort and support

.

·

JI!!
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I
I
jl!
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·868-2688 I
~,........................................ ............,............................,_,
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LYCRA EXERCISE TIGHTS

II

Tomato and Swiss Omdet w#h toast,
homefri,, and coffee.

Just Arrived

~
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-A bad
haircut
can make
anyone look dumb.
HAIR'!&RKS~
UNLIMITED

Durham Shopping Plaza, Durham, NH
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30
Sun Closed°
Sat 9-5
Tel. 868-5584

Hair And Skin Care
For The Family

35 Main St. • Durham

868-70·51
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---POLICY<continued from page 1)
The punishment is also different, Kidder said. He said the
worst punishment allotted will
be denying the student University housing the following year.
Thus while a judicial board may ·
dish out immediate eviction and
cause extreme inconvenience,
the non-renewal board's punishment takes time to take ..
affect.
"(The student is removed)
in a time frame in which the
student caq get adequate housing elsewhere of course in the
spring of the year when the best
options are available," said
Kidder.
. The plan for removal goes as
follows according to Rodler: The
student commits a small offense'
on a regular basis. After being
warned by the Resident Assist~nt the student continues the
behavior.
With this behavior, the RA
. takes the student before the hall
director for a warning. If the
disruptiveness continues, the
student is sent to the nonrenewal board.
If the non-renewal board
finds the student to be a menace
to the dorm he/she is denied
the opportunity to renew their
housing contract the following
year.
The student can appeal the
decision only- in "cases of improper procedure and introduction of new evidence" according
to the bill.
The appeal must be made
within five academic days after
the board's decision according
to the bilL It states that this
decision is final.
Rodler said he was not convinced with the argument that
the University judicial board
already covered this area. He
said that while the judicial
boards have the power to cover
these cases, they are rarely
_
brought up. J
Even if the judicial board took
on these cases, they would not
be able to handle the extra load
according to Rodler. He said
non-renewal would equal from
12-17 extra cases with the peak
time occuring in Aprjl and
March.
Rodler said this time is also
the peak time for the judicial
board and the .e xtra bulk would
be too much to handle.
Student Activity Fee Organization Business Manager Jim
Griffith disagreed with this
argument. He said if their are
flaws with the judicial board the
repairs should be made on the
judical board instead of creating
an entirely new body.
This disagreement was
echoed in the sentiment of other
prominent senate members.
Student Body President Jay
Ablondi also voted against the
resolution.
Ablondi said this was a "yellow flag" to other senate administrations. He said he was for
the bill because the non-renewal
board is on a trial basis but voted
nay to voice caution in making ·
the board permanent.
Ablondi said hopefully future
administrations will "work the
kinks out" of the bill before
making it permanent.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

.

,

Sum

sition needeq.: Sales clerks, Ass't Candy ma
Fromearly June through Labor

Day.

Please write
,{
Murdick's Fudge
1652 52nd St. South East '_}.(
Grand Rapids, Mich 49508

'i~

~-• A $25 non-refundable deposit keeps you off our waiting
list.
• N on-membe.r deposits will be accqpted after May I I .

NEW FALL FEATURES ...
• Bigger and better workout facilities
•Use of Great _Bay Racquet Center's fitness facilities
including racquetball

Durhan, CO~

~

• Quality
o Speed .

• Economy

Jenkins Court• Durham New Hampshire 03824 • Tel. sro.a&a-7031

FULL COLOR COPIES
copies, transparencies, iro_n-on: transfers
reproduced in full color!!

12 Jenkins Court

We Deliver
7 days a week

-5 p.m.-midnigh_t
Fast service
I

'

call 868-2009
[

Sun, Mon, Tues open until 1 a.m.
W, Th, F, Sat open until 2 a.m~
.,
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(continued from page 3)
for Star
goes
sive but anything
"I believe that 1984 was a
Wars?"
major turning point that nobody
"Wouldn't it be great if we is writing about. People interhad so much faith in our form ested in social issues are never
of government that we cou_ld going to be quiet again."
sell it - instead of arms?"
Smeal told her audience to
Smeal said she believes the challenge political candidates.
only way to instill that much "If you don't like what the
faith in our government, womefl candidates are saying, ask quesmust run fot political office. But tions."
everyone tells her that women
She said she believes the
must pick their off ices more political course of this country
carefully, to avoid losses.
can be changed.
"How come no one says that
" I think the difference lies
to the men?" Smeal asked.
with us, that's why I'm hoping
Since most political candi - you decide to chaqge your life
dates are men, most of the male a little bit, it's a crazy system
candidates lose, Smeal said.
- Iowa, New Hampshire, and
"I was trying to figure out the then - the world."
percentage of men losers," she
Smeal's speech prompted a
said as she was interrupted by standing ovation from her authe audience's laughter.
dience.
"I was referring to political
Ed McCabe of the Young
candidates,"she said. Her au- Republicans said he liked what
dience laughed again.
Eleanor Smeal had to say, and
"I wast women to flood into a candidate's position on the
all elections, we're everywhere ERA will be an issue for him.
and I'd like to see the stateCommuter Senator Kristen
houses reflect that. You folks Caswell said Smeal's speech was
have so many jobs to run for "very inspirational."
here (in NH). Please save us
"She's prompted me ~o go
from Mr. Humphrey, he 's a listen to more candidates and
trip," Smeal said.
to question their goals," Casw~ll
Smeal said she believes the said.
'88 elec!i_ons will be diff~I~.m:

<continued from page 3)

New Hampshire

P~!~~KS
We have moved-please note our new address
T-Shirts ·
• Hooded Pullovers • Totn • S.sebaN Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs
Plua Hundrect• of Specialty Advertlsl119 Items

he could "l1ve with" the new against the administration and
the restrictions. Cerreta said she
rule.
Sanborn listed Supreme Court -could not stand for the restriccase~ which stated the rights tions because believed the adof U niversit-y administrators ministration had no right to be
to search the rooms· of students - in the room in the first place.
· Cerreta.said she phoned the
if acts which were harmful or
dangerous to the U nivesity United Civil Liberties-- Union
appeared to be ·stemming from and talked with Claire Abel,
executive director of the New
the residence. ·
"When other individuals' Hampshire branch, and got a
rights were involved or there new view on the case.
"From what I got from her
was some harm being done to
the institution because of some she said that this· wasn't conalledged incident, then in fact stitutional," said Cerreta, "and
the administrators could per- that they would urge us to
form the search," said Sanborn. challenge it."
"It doesn't sound right to me
Student Body Vice President
Barbara Cerreta fulfilled her that just because you are a
promise to leaye the senate with University stude~t you don't
a bang by taking a strong stand
1

have Constitutional guarantees
in this area," said Cerreta. "You
are trying to stick up for students' rights. But then I'm
saying, why don't they have
rights anyway under the Constitution?"
Ablondi stated his approval
of Cerreta's sentiment, but said
this restriction on the books
would be better than nothing
being done to the rule at all.
"If we fail this tonight we will
be doing a big injustice to next
year," said Ablondi. "If you still
feel strongly on this Constitutional issue I would still urge
you to vote yes for this bill and
then work next year if you want
to challenge it."

- -- - - - - SNACK B A R - - - - - - (continued from page 1)
they were considering hiring
an student intern to lead the
advertising campaign.
"The marketing is key," said
Rodler. '-'We've got to get t-he
word out to the students."
Student Activity Fee Organization Business Manager Jim
Griffith said he had problem
with Director of Dining Ingeborg Lock's ability to decide on
the menu items. Griffith referred to reported conflicts with
the senate council and Lock over
these items.
He suggested Rodler add
"safeguards" in the bill which
will prevent Lock from making
menu decisions against the will

of the senate.
Rodler suggested Lock would
follow these demands simply
because of the laws of supply
and demand. He said if Lock
ignored the students the snack
bar will fail.
"If they .serve what the students want, the stud~nts will
come there," said Rodler. "If
they don't serve what students
want the students won't come
there.
Roderick added that the expense of the equipment will
force the same items to be
brought up year after year as
well. For example he said now
that they hav~ purchased a pizza

oven, they will have to serve
pizza.
This did not appease Griffith
though.
"That's not rea'lly good
enough for me," said Griffith.
"You know how cynical I am
concerning ·certain people."
Griffith's distrust was put to
rest after Rodler agreed to an
amendment which stated that
the senate has to approve the
menu of the snack bar before
it goes into effect.
With these problems the
senate was able to agree to the
bill and pass it without controversy.

In-House Art Dept

603/431-8319
AuJumn Pond Park. Rte. 101 , •Portsmouth . NH

The New Hamp shire GraphiCs Department
-----~
----------------------------------------------------•
IS

------------------ NOW HIRIN G -----------------creat ive, dedic ated peop le
to do advertising design and layout
next semester
.

IIS

Train ing to begin immedia te/y-------; ,t
i111~
..
. a pa,.d pos-1t1on
. ,s
Th ,s
Stop by Room 151 in the MUB
and fill out an application TODAY!

----------------------------------------------------------~-
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to treat all people the same and
I don't believe all people are the
same ... The underlying agenda
(of the ERA) is the passage of
gay and lesbian rights," she said.
Carole Novielli, a 24-year-old
member of CW A listened to
Smeal' s speech and stayed for
the question-answer session.
Novielli questioned Smeal on
her pro-choice stand, but was
not satisfied with Smea_l's
answers.
"Why can't you answer my
question ... How can you justi~y
killing a -little baby that 1s

Paint a picture ... ~ot a rock.
.
1

1

~\ 1

i

)I

scientifically defined to be the men of the fundamentalist
alive?" Novielli asked.
movement whom she called the
"Because I do not agree with "Electronic Ministry."
your scientific definition, it's
"They (CW A) are women
a fetus. Don't use the pill, don't being used to appear to be
use the IUD, and I hope you leading the opposition, but are
have a lot of kids," Smeal propped up by men," Smeal said.
answered.
At the end of Smeal's
"Don't be so judgmental. question-answer session, sophoDon't put your belief system on more Anne D' Alonza returned 1
others," Smeal said. The au- the CWA pamphlets Novielli
dience cheered and Novie'lli had given her.
stopped asking Smeal questions.
· "I thought they were purely
. Smeal said CW A is not a pro-life and I'm pro-life, but I
women's organization but is a don't want to ' be part of the
group of women being used by . Electronic Ministry," D'Alonza
said.
Even though D' Alonza 1s prolife and Smeal is pro-choice,
before leaving Murkl{tnd 110,,
she got Sineal's autograph.
She wrote "for equality" and
signed "Eleanor Smeal."
"That's something I can totally ~gree with," D' Alonza said.

Write for

The New Hampshire·

•
and have ·_y our _n ame 1n
print

Darllam Bike
RECREATIONAL EMPLOYMENT

~

Summer positions are- available in the heart of the White
Mountains. We are look{ng for number of responsible people
to assist in canoe and kayak rental program. Prior experience
is not necessary. Outdoor work and the opportunity to learn
to kayak ,J.nd ,canoe makes for an enjoya~le summer experience.

Use your head.·
Smart people recycle aluminum,
paper and glass.

i

Give a hoot.

~~

Don't pollute.

~

·

.

Limited housing is available.

Saeo Bound
Canoe & Kayak

Forest Service,·U.S.D.A. r11

Rt. _302 Box l 19 Center Conway, NH
03813 603-447-2177

APRIL 1987 SALE
· Gyro Helmet 7.5 oz. $60
Oakley Blades & Eye Shades $45
Look Sport Pedal $74.95
took Competition Pedal $99.95
Monarch Z90.4 Helmets $34.95
· Wool Training Jackets Nylon Front $45.95
Trek 760 Racing Frnme R53 l $349.95
Trek 720 Touring Frame R53 1 $384.95

Hours: M-W 9-5, Th & F 9-6
Sat. 9-5, Sun. 12-4

19--Jenkins Court
Durham, N.H.

868-5634

Breath-less
H the hectic pace during the academic year
leaves you panting for breath, UNH Summer
. Session gives you an opportunity to earn the
credits you need without working up a sweat.
Summer at UNH means smaller, more personalized classes and a friendly atmosphere.
You can make up credits you've missed, accelerate
your s(udies in order to graduate early,
or simply lighten your courseload for the coming
academic year.
UNH Summer Sessi;n offers the courses you ·
need in six convenient terms, five to twelve
weeks long, with classes offered during the
mornings, afternoons, and evenings or you

can take independent studies. So you can
get your work done at a more relaxed pace
and still have plenty of time left over to hit
the beach. Or hold down a summer job.
Choose from these terms:
May 25-June 26
May 25-July 2
May· 25-July 31
May 25-August 14
July 6-August 7
July 6-August 14
- Call (603) 862-1089 today for y.our fREE
UNH Summer Session Bulletin, or clip and
mail the coupon below.

Registration Now ·In Progress

a
---------------------------------'

1987
Student
Art
Association
Spring
Show
Submit your own artwork or
just come-see the masterpieces
of others.
The opening reception is on
Monday, April 27 from 5 to 8 pm
Awards will be presented at 6 pm

"UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

SUMMER _
SESSION

Clip and mail to: UNH Summer Session
24 Rosemary Lane, Durham, NH 03824

or call 603/862-1089
YES! Please send me a free UNH Summer Session Bulletin.
am
Address

City

Scace

Zip

'''

Granite State Room
Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire
April 27 through April 30
Daily from 9 am to 5 pm·
Jurors: Woodworker, Jon Brooks
Photographer, Susan MacDougall
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Editorial
Board is bureaucracy
The student senate passed a bill this
Sunday which will make University residents accountable for habitual behavior
"disruptive to the community."
The"-5enate action calls for the formation
of a Renewal Board: consisting of students,
faculty, a parent, a resident hall director,
and an assistant director of Residential
Life, which will review residents who have
consistantly neglected minimal standards
of behavior in the dorms or the undergraduate apartments.
\
.
The Renew~! Board, to be put into effect
ne~t year, is intended to differ from the
Judicial Board in that it will hand-le less
severe violaticms, in other words, nuisance
cases. Residents who constantly ignore quiet
hours, fire hazard specifications, or habitually leave messes in the lounges could
be brought before the board to review the
renewal or non-renewa1 of the resident's
Room and Board Agreement for -the next
year.
The Renewal Board will weed out · those
residents who make the dormitory experience negative for others in the dormitories. Residents who.habitually annoy their

1

neighbors, but may not commit transgress ions worthy of attention by the Judicial
Board, will face losing the privilege of living
in a University housing community.
Ridding these undesirables could be
beneficial in several ways. Firstly, a better
living environment would evolve for
conscientious residents. Secondly, precious
spaces would be freed up in a competitive
draw for rooms in U n_iversity housing.
A similar bill proposed to the senate in
February was narrowly defeated. Opposition
to the bill at that time centered on the
question .of whether a new board was
needed, in addition to the Judicial _B oard,
to address annoyingly disruptive :residents.
The question still remains. Why a
separate board?
What about the goody-two-shoes residents? Let's legislate a review board to
recognize their neatly made beds with
hospital corners. Then let's make a board
to review the fair to average residents. Then
let's make a board to review residents living
on odd numbered floors. Then a board to
· review residents the HD never really liked.
This brin~ up the question of how biased

or unbiased are the RA's and HD's who initiate the process of review of housing
renewal? For every RA or HD who would
argue that they are objective observers,
there would be at least one resident who
swears his/her RA or HD is out to get them.
Instead of institutionalizing these potential biases, and creating another University bureaucracy, why not revise the
Judicial Board, if indeed it does not presently
address these issues? The creation of the.
Renewal Board will only duplicate efforts
and_ energy, and redoubl~ the complexity
of an already esoteric judicial system.
But the Renewal Board is already a fait
accompli. However, its existence next year
is -on a trial basis. The student senate will
review its performance, and come to the
conclusion that unfortunately only a minority of senators believed this Sunday,
that the bill should not have been passed.
Hopefully, at least a year of experience with
the Renewal Board will provide the senate
with ideas for an amended judicial board
process.
Elizabeth B. Cote
Editor In Chief elect

\

a gigantic mistake to be sure. It is from that, not the other 'way around. \
to say that alternate (read homoIdentifying oqeself as a lesbian
. sexual) lifestyle is base~/grounded wfr~i~ our society is ~uc? _like
To the Editor:
in same-sex sexual relat1ons ... that .d eclan.ng oneself to be rnv1s1ble .
On Monday, April 13th, Bar~ara "sexual pref~rence" is the guiding . I personally believe this to be a
Houston spoke in the MUB on the force in our lives. I. deny t!'iis m a_j o .( re as o n f o r t _h e'·
relationship between persQnal ideti- categorically. The traditional (read anger/ resentment many, lesb1~ns
tity, gender identity, sexuality, a,¥! heterosexual) lifestyle community feel tow~rd our culture. Go1,ng
the roles they play as we attempt does not define itself entirely by through on~·s day, EVE_RYday, as
to ascribe the various titles denoting thei~ choice of sexual partners. They an ubrecogmzed,-non-existent nonsexual orientation, both to ourselves would argue that sexuality is only entity tends to m~ke a person an~ry
and to others. As usual, Ms. 'HoU:s- a small part of life for most, n?~ at be~t, s~lf-doubung at w~rst. Bemg
ton was eloquent, realistic, and the guiding light. They would arg. ,e invisible wears _one down·.
.
humorous ... a combination sute to that to limit a person's definition
!believe the 1mportance ·o f mterspeak to me.
to their sexuality is to tremendously lifestyle discussions, like the or:ies
· · Almost 50 people crowdeq into underestimate _a person's potential offered during the Gay & Lesb~an
the Merrimack Room to hear Ms. contribution to our world. These Cultural Awareness fest, are vi:tal
Houston, the vast majority being are valid arguments with which I oportunities to impa~t and facilitate
lesbians and gays. This was/is a sad could only agree. Why then should mutual understandmg and accepreality, as far as I'm concerned. Are the alternate lifestyle community tance. Ms. Ho~st?n and the ot~ers
so few heterosexuals interested in be thus defined? Are we less than who choose/x1sked speaking
the subject of sexual orientation, they? Do we contribut¢ less to our ! toJabout these issues are too much
or is it too threatening to risk world than they? An honest disy admired. If we are to ever peacefully
having one's friends question/ doubt cuss ion of Socrates, Plato, Sapha; co-exist, these discussions MUST
one's sexuality? Probably the latter, Michaelangelo, Shakespti_l.re, Leo~ continue.
Sincerely,
I'm sure. I remember the time; not nardo Da Vinci, Sarah ·Bernhardt,
Sarann McMillian
so long ago, when .I couldn't even Oscar Wilde., Gertrude Stein, Radsay the word lesbian without stut- clyffe Hall, etc. would put that
tering.
argument to rest.
· '
One of the many vaild questions
The assumption that sexuality
Ms. Houston raised was the issue determines orientation is another To the Editor:
'of "sexual preference" vs. gender ~ommon error made by the tradiI can honestly say that I was not
orientation, one of my favorite tional lifestyle cdmmunity. One . surprised to see that UNH has
topics for discussion. The term simply does not choose which sex . decided to ignite an eternal flame
"sexual preference" is commonly one prefers to sleep with, and then · in remembrance of those who died
used as a generic term to (hopefully) allow tµat choice to determine one's in August of 1945 as a result of US
include gays and lesbian_s into life-long lifestyle orientatio·11. Rath- bombing of the cities of Hiroshima,
whatever it is one is considering. er the orientational choice deter- and Nagasaki. As I had expected,
I believe this to be a shortsighted mines one's "sexual preference." the driving force behind this absurd
attempt, grounded in good in'ten- For example, I did not set .out to monument was the Coalition for
tions, which demonstrates the choos~ womyn as my s.exual Disarmament and Peace·. First of
heterosexual comn:mnity' s lack of partners, but that choice came about all, if a monument is going te be
understanding regarding alternate as natural progression, based on . established why not establish it for
my discovery/ acceptance of my the American service men who
lifestyle.
.
To use the term "sexual prefer- female orientation. I am .a woman- • fought and died in defense of their
ence" in reference to lesbians and oriented woman; my preference for country, or for those Americans that
. " •.. , . gays is to define us by our sexuality, womyn as sexu~l p~rtners came . were killed ip. the unprQvQk~~

Houston
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surprise attack on Pearl Harbor.
Secondly, the dropping of the two·
bombs saved hundreds perhaps
thousands of American lives by
bringing an end to the war in the
Pacific. For this reason alone I feel
the bombings were justified. (Not
to mention the fact that _the J apanese were warned days ahead of
time and given an opportunity to
surrender.) Don't get me wrong,

I am not an advocate of nuclear war.
The next one will not be on the
limited scale as were the bombings
in Japan. But, due to the circumstances those bombings ,were justified. After all is said and done the
f~ct remains that they drew first
blood. If any monument is to be
established let it be for the Americans who fought and died saving
their country from forei_gn a_ggression.
Gregory LeClair
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It doesn't have to be this way
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_ Sometimes the letters come out at midterm,
sometimes at the end of the semester. The instructors
eye each other cautiously the week before and
professors who serve on the hiring committee smile
politely but keep their distance. The day the letters
arrive instructors poke their noses in each other's
offices, and gather: in groups of twos and threes
in the hallways . They joke . nervously amon_g
themselves, always the same conversations.
"What are you gonna do if you don't get hired?"
"Oh, you'll get hired. Don't worry."
"Why do they put us through this every year."
"I hate this waiting."
"Are they out yet - the letters?"
This year my letter came. It said I was not to be
recommended to the Dean for another one-year
appointment. It gave· no reason but added it was
sorry "for this bad news." My immediate reaction
was shock, then anger, then depression, then more
shock, then more anger, then more depression.
Then mostly anger. I have worked in the English
department at UNH for two years as a part-time
instructor. I am respected ar"l valued by my
colleagues and I have helped many students become
better writers and thinkers. My Program Director
agreed wi,,th me when I went to ask him why. He
told me I am a very good teacher but I was competing
. against outstanding people and besides, they needed
to bump somebody. My fate is not unusual. In the
time I have been here I have seen other fine tachers
hit the road and given the same feeble reasons.
•
"We don't feel right about making these l
permanent positions," a professor in the English
departme·n t told me recently. "The pay is just so
insulting. We just wouldn't feel right about
exploiting people like that on a permanent basis."
The alternative is to view the position as
temporary, a way to give graduate students a •bit
more experience before sending them out into the
worlcl, a charitable contribution the the resume
from the department. This view promotes the idea
that all instructors no matter how brilliant and
effective as teachers are still basically overgrown
graduate students who refuse to leave the nest and
find a "real" job like the p.rofessors themselves
did years ago.
t
The problem with this concept is that times have
. changed. Recent estimates claim t~at 60 per~ent
·, -.
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of all university courses are taught by non-tenured
faculty. On the other hand, one underpaid tenure
track position in a university like' UNH can easily
draw applications from 300 Ph.D's. Iri these tough
economic times it pays to hire part-timers and . that
is what the universities are doing.
.
At the University of New Hampshire to be a
non-tenured in_s tructor means your salary is often
created .in the Dean's office and is not subject to
cost of living increases or any other kind of yearly
scrutiny.
,
Because of the nationally famous composition
program, English instructors at UNH work a 40
hour week conferencing individually with_their
students. This is more hours than most tenure track
professors work, yet they make less money and
receive less fringe benefits than the janitor who
empties their wastepaper basket e~ch .morning.
In the psychology department instructors are hired
each semester with no guarantees for their job
security . or the salary they will be paid. Most
instructors have advanc!ed degrees in their field
uf study. Many have published articles, stories, and
eve\n nationally recognized books. Yet the U riiversity
politely refers to them as part-timers and treats
them as an embarrassing problem to be reckoned
with semester by semester over the phone with
the dean of the college. ·
Last spring instructors in the English department
got mad when they found out inexperienced TA's
were being paid more per course than they were,
They wrote a letter to the Dean explaining their
disturbing situation: They received a polite note
saying the matter would be reviewed when, he
returned from vacation. Several weeks later a letter
addressed to the department had said that their
salary would be upgraded next year from $9,200
to ro_ughly $12,000 a year (still way below the
national average for the workload). What the letter
neglected to mention was that benefits were being
cut in half.
This type of treatment is typical for part-time
instructors who are seen by the institution as an
embarrassing necessity to be kept under control
by their department head. Ironically, often_the best
teachers are found among the part-time staff.
Because part-timers are not under the gun to publish
or perish_th~~ ~an ~evote more time to their students.
1
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By Barry Lane
Ask any English major who the best teachers are
in the department and you will invariably find one
or two part-timers, usually the 401 or 501 teacher
who spen~ mariy hours with them individually
discussing the ·student's work. More ironically, the
University bulletins are full of praise for the
internationally famous writing program and the
conference system which they are unwilling to
adequately compensate their teachers for.
I am writing this editorial in my off ice where
I have met weekly with over a hundred students
in the last few years. It still feels like my office
even though the institution will deem it someone
·else's shortly. My feelings of nostalgia for my
students and friends are tinged with bitterness but ·
I am not asking for pity. I know I am an outstanding
teacher, I ha_ve already begun interviewing for better
paying jobs, even "real" jobs. I have little doubt
I will get one shortly.
I am writing for my colleagues in the English
department who are also outstanding teachers but
who are still made to wait in their offices for the
letters to come out. I am writing for the part-timers
in other departments at UNH and other universities
across the country who live from semester , to
·semester on the fringes of departments that are
too afraid and unimaginative to give them the respect
they deserve. I am writing so they will get our ·of
their offices and stand together in the hallways.
· Recently the part-time instructors at the University of Maine South Portland unionized and now
the university must bargain with them as a collective ,
force for pay , increases, benefits and hiring
procedures. They have the right to negotiate
contracts and the right to strike. They are no longer
isolated within their departments, subject to the
whim of the dean and department head. All it takes
to begin the process is for ten part-time instructors
to get together and form a bargaining unit. Ten
people who are not afraid.
Isn't it about time part-time faculty at UNH got
their act together and asserted the power given
to them under the United States Constitution? Isn't
it about time we joined ·hands instead of remaining ·
invisible behind office walls?
Barry Lane is a fiction writer and part-time instructor
in the English department.
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Dir: John Huston (USA, 1941, 100 mins;) Starring: Humphrey
Bogart, Mary Astor, Peter Lorre, Sydney Greenstreet , Walter
Huston. Bogey immortalize d Sam Spade in a series of films
based on Dashiell Hammett's famous detective. This is the
third in the series, and probably one of the best. Far superior to
· the 1931 version, entitled The Dangerous Female, this went on
to beome one of the best-loved of the hard-boiled private eye
genre of detective films ever made.
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ON
MON TY PYTH
==================================·==================~
"""'
Dir: Marcel Carne (France, 1945, 188 mins.) Starring Jean
i( ===========
Louis Barta ult, Arletty, Pierre Brasseur, Maria Casares. One of
i(
the great French post-war classics, this film is praised univeri(
sally as a landmark. An unremitting ly romantic film about the·
i(
"""'

~

"""'

tragic love of a mime for a glamorous woman of easy virtue, it
captures the flavor of theatrical life, both the excitem~nt felt in
the gallery and the emotional upheaval emanating from the .
lmd
'wings. Shot durinbg thke Gehrmanh occupatibon of Fra:r:ice, tthhe
suffered some set ac s w en t e extras egan eatmg e 100
from the banquet scenes when the cameras weren't rolling! In
·
French with English subtitles.
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Arts & Fe·atures
Wha t Men Don 't
By Deborah Robinson
At the risk of being too
sympathetic to men (boys, guys,
whatever), I think all women
(girls, guys, whatever), I do not
want to be predjudiced) at one
time or another have wondered
what exactly men talk about
when they get together. Or to
be more specific, what they say·
about girls.
·
After last night's sneak preview of the last dress rehearsal
of What Men Don't Tell Wom en, the hilarious play by University of New Hampshire
professor David J. Magidson,
based on the book by Roy Blount
Jr. I will never again wonder.
It is not that my questions have
been answered, but I learned
there is just no way I will ever
understand them.
The play, a thoroughly humorous series of sketches pokes fun
at both women and men. It
raises seemingly ominous ques. tions (like why women's blouses
button on the opposite side of
men's) and makes fun of the
seemingly intrinsic (at least as
far as the play is concerned)
characteristics of women (like,
much to the men'_$ chagrin, how
women always ~now how to
complain better then men).
While it may appear that we
women are the sole source of
comedy, by making fun of us,
the-men inadvertantly make fun
of themselves. They (the men)
may satirize the reasons why
women wear t-shirts with big
armholes, but the comedy results from the men swooning
over every move the actress
made (I guess men will do
almost anything for just the
hope of possibly getting a peak).
The skits are too numerous
to go into detail explaining, but
the comedy never stopped, and
while the overall production was

. By Kathleen Russell
The Student Art Association's
annual spring show ·sp~tlighting over seventy pieces ot
student art from oil paintings
_co clay sculptures is happening

excellent, there was a sprinkling
of both superb skits and superb
performances.
The Eternal Argument, that
of whether or not the toilet seat
should be left up or down,
attempted to be answered. Naturally a decision could not be
reached, but the debate proved
to be the funni~st skit of the
play. It also enabled the greatest
asset of this production, Christopher Doubek, to display an
admirable talent. His stage
presence was totally relaxed,
and his style and humo-r reminded me of Bruce Willis,
tough but vulnerable.
The set was a backdrop of
typical-ly macho paintings, a
basketball shot, a motorcycle,
the sillouette of man and his best
friend, a dog, and humorously
enough, man dressed as a kitchen maid, There were also two
exits designated as the men's
showers and the men's lockers.
To me, this indicated the everprevailing question, what kinds
of conversations might go on
in that mystery filled men's
locker-room.
Amidst all the comedy, the
final skits of both acts get at the
heart of the matter, that it is
too bad men and women cannot
take down the barriers and love
each other without question . .
Last night's performance was
not without flaws, chose generally coming in line memorization. But given chat it was a dress
rehearsal, there should be nothing co stop anyone who ever
wondered about men or wome·n
to see this play.
Performances run April 28
through May 2 at 8 P.M. with
two matinees: April 29 at 2 P.M.
and May 2 at 4 P.M. Tickets are
$5 and are available at the MUB
ticket office and at the door.

Tell

Wom en

(left to right) Mark Gifrieri, Brad Farwell and Bobby Ciofi in a scene from What
Men Don't Tell Women (Theater Department photo)

Stud ent
·Art
Show case d

helps non-art students appre- to exhibit their work as under- art major Kristin LiHey. Lilley' s
paintin"g of a nude woman in
d'epartment. Said g rad.uates.'_'
.1.1c1c1L11,
0uu1e p~ople think the
a wicker chair entitled "Julie,"
art major is an easy major_, but
Planning the Student Art which won second best in the
it is just as hard as other majors , Show is the main function of show, is one of three interpreand has the same requirements. . the Art Association, said Da- tations of the same classroom
The Art Show can help students diego. The Association, which pose entered in the show.
recognize the work involved and consists of about thirty students,
respect the artists more after is open to all UNH students but
According to Dadiego, each
seeing what they do."
consists mainly of Art majors, entry in the show represents
"The show gives involved continued Dadiego.
the individual artist's "personal
students experience in public_vision,'' or their own personal
izing, hanging, and running a
To submit work in the show, interpretation of their subject,
this week in the Granite State show,''. said Augusta Dadiego, students paid three dollars per commenting that some are more
Room.
a senior Art Association submission and were limited to straight forward studies than
According to Julie Haach, . member enrolled in the Bache- four submissions per person.
·others.
whose clay sculpture entitled' lor of Fine Arts program. Da"Against the Will" was awarded diego continued, "This is the
The seventy pieces of art
Different artists choose difbest in the show, the exhibit only chance most students get exhibited were chosen by
two ferent mediums to express
jurors from a field of 151 themselves (photography, drawsubmissions. The Student Art ing) since each medium has
Association chose the two ju- qualities that best express cerrors, woodworker Jon Brooks tain visions, said - senior art
and photographer Susan Mac- history major Julie Solz. This ,
Dougall, who are also respon- tendency is reflected in the
sible for choosing the six pieces variety of mediums represented
which w,lll be a warded cash in the student show.
pr.izes.
Solz continued, saying the
Prizes are awarded for best way artists choose to use color
in the show, second best in the further differentiates the artists
show, best two dimensional and impression of their subject.
best three dimensional works. In addition, two faculty purchase
Solz is among many of the
prizes are awarded. The Winifred Shaw prize is given to a student artists in the show who
non-nude representational piece will not pursue a professional
and the Sigmund Abeles A ward career as an artist. Said Lilley,
is given to a figurative drawing "Most of the students will not
continue exhibiting work after ·
or painting, said Dadiego.
graduation. Some will do comSome works in the show are mission work and othe rs will
for sale at prices ranging from practice art as an interest while
$25.00 to $500.00. Other pieces pursuin_g o~her careers."
are for display only.
·
The Student Art Show is open
T h e pieces exhi bited we re to all UNH faculty and students
created by students chi s year, free _of chaq~e, April 27 through
_.:,.. . -,,,,.,,.~~.,k,.l'AC...,
,, , yrn ~y_tf
, ~-n rl .w.,s; 1 ~"'?-"?--~
-.airl ~~
jAp~~m-11
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Bright Sound s From a ·Local Grollp

-

first song ended.
"Night Season" was the next
· song, beginning with some
strange crackling and whistling ·
sounds and moving on to some
nice percussive melodies with
a mbira, a kind of thumb piano
in a large wooden gourd. LaRoche also demonstrated his
abil~ty to play two wooden flutes
at.once while Nahrmann moved
between a drone bass sound and
fast harmonic runs. The song
built up in volume and intensity
and came to a crashing end.

Do'a World Music Ensemble
Unitarian Church
State Street, Portsmouth
By Jim Carroll
If this is New Age _music give ·
me more.
Ther.e are two things that are
readily apparent about Do' a in
performance. The first is that
their music is intensely spiritual,
relying on the teachings of the
Baha'i faith. While s_o me may
see this as a bit corny (one must
have a sense of humor about
song titles like "Companions
of the Crimson Colored Arc"),
their intentions and beliefs are
more than honorable and have
everything to do with the way
their music is made.
The second thing that is
readily apparent is that Do' a
is a group of talented musicians
that plays fantastic music. Com- ·
prised of Randy Armstrong,
Ken LaRoche, Marty Quinn,
Charlie Jennison, and Volcker
Nahrmann, Do'a crowds the
stage with exotic and not so
exotic instruments and they put
every one of them to good use.
They create images that are as
- uplifting and colorful as they
are dense with sound, mixing
musical forms from all over the
world until there is no longer
a clear distinction between
- styles . And all of this is done
with the utmost confidence.
After a brief introduction by
Seacoast Sunday arts editor John
Grady the group squeezed themselves between their instru ments on s'tage, said hello to the
audience, and launched into
"Compani_o ns of the Crimson

Colored Arc." The song began
as a spacy drone with a light
rhythm and the shimmering
sounds of a Hawaiian mandolin
harp, an instrument they proudly add that they acquired in
Portland, ME and was made in
Brooklyn, NY. The mood of the
song quickly changed with heavier drums and bass and a sopra-

no sax duo. The sounds seemed
at times to be forcing themselves together, complex
rhythms becoming eve_n more
complex, but the result of this
sound combination is one big
bright sound, swelling and dying
in perfectly controlled unison.
"You sound great," said LaRoche to the audience after the

With the introduction of the
song "Moth-like Lover of the
Light" LaRoche chuckled and
added chat the group will be
running an essay contest. The
song featured a heavy melodic _
rhythm by Armstrong on the .
balafon,. a kind of wooden L\._f-_
rican xylophone with a strong
sound to it. After a nice jazzy
soprano sax solo from Jennison
the song faded out. The crowd
was silent and then erupted into
applause.
Because the next song called
for the musicians to switch
instruments frequently it was
called "A Gathering of Friends,"
moving between each of their
"friends" and calling for the
audience to sing along with
them.
After the intermission the
·group joked around a bit, playing a song of two or three notes
and calling it a Haiku piece.
Another ong they called ·:zen"
consisted of nothing. "I wouldn't
suggest applause," said LaRoche. After explaining ·that

they have been telling the same
j·okes for the past five years
LaRoche introduced Nahrmann's new piece called "Breakfast of Champions" for which
he tried to force the neck of his
bass into his mouth.
The "One World Symphony,"
a piece premiered at the Portsmouth Music Hall last year, was
also fearnred during the second ·
set. The word peace in 39
d1fferent languages is the main
feature of this extended piece,
ending with peace chanted in
English.
"Global Dance," the title track
of'Do'a upcoming album, was
the last song of the concert and
easily the most exciting; In the
middle Armstrong took off on
an extended balafon solo and
Quinn came up front to join
him. The playing became louder
and- faster and more intense
before ending apruptly with the
rest of the group joining in. It
was amazing to see something
so fast and melodic performedwith such ease and grace. Do'a
plays with perfect control.

In fact, perfect control is the
most impressive aspect of Do'a.
With so many instruments and
so many complex melodies and
rhythms it is amazing to see a
group of musicians so comfortable with what they do. -lt is
a pleasure co see.
Do' a will .pe performing in
Prescott Park ·w ith Ed Gerhatd.
on July 8. They will also be
coming to UNH on September
11.

I

The Primit ive
and the
Polish ed

the listener over the head and
The Cu[t
manages to get its meager
Electric
points across. It is dynamic, yet
neither delicate nor subtle.
Sire Records
The guitars are always loud
By Arthur Lizie
and heavy, dripping with vital
Electric makes me want to raw energy. The vocals throw
yell. It makes me want to jump abandon to the wind and let
and rip and kick things and loose on a violent tirade of
make mean faces. It makes me moans and vells while the tight
want to drink lots of beer and bass and drums incessantly
drive overly large motorcycles anchor the mayhem with stern
at tremendous speeds. It makes determination. This is straight
·
me feel primitive.
ahead rock and roll done right.
All of this may be overstating Although there are extreme
further
any
the case, but without
heavy metal overtones, the
' forays into the poetic realm of group does manage to hold onto
asserted
be
can
it
Rollins,
Henry
some of there punk roots.
that Electric is a heavy and
The band's present lineup
dangerous album. There are no
fancy tricks here, nothing techoic,al.1-Th.e ·record simply·h.i:rs -CULT, page 1~
; ,
I

..

..

~4

•

Fleetwood Mac
Tango In The Night
Warner Records
By Jim Sillivan
The members of Fleetwood
Mac share a creative bond that
fuses their widespread talents
into a sound that has commanded mass appeal for two
decades, After a five year hiatus,
the band has reconvened for
another release, Tango In The
Night, that is bound for commercial success.
The familiar voices are all
here: Stevie Nicks' craggy warbling, Christine McVie's lush
love-singing, and Lindsey Buckingham's apprehension, all
three together achieving a
layered density that is seasoned
and still intriguing. Buckingham's tastefully prepared guitar
work is also here. Also present
are lyrics that rarely stray from
the idea of infatuation, most
specifically a Nicks song with
"Sara" in the title, and a ringer
for former member Bob Welch's
"Hypnotized," minus the entrancing guitar, entitled "Mys. tified."
-But there is change as well.
The biggest departure for the
band is their newfound reliance
on beat and rhythm, ilo douht
..eas¢d into the rhix by B'uc~ingl;i.--:

am and Mick_Fleetwood, whose are the biggest and best outlets
solo projects have experimented for rhythm. The former, Tanwith African drums. Most of the ~go's first single, lures with the
·a lbum's tracks seek either a constant patter of drums while.
dance direction or the wall-of- 8uckingham belts out the lyrics ..
percussion sound that Peter The tribal pounding of the }atter
Gabriel has often employed. "Big Love" and "Caroline," MAC, page 19 _
both Buckingham.composi tions,
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CULT----Thelonious Monster
The Boldness of Style
Relativity Records
By Ric Dube
Thelonious Monster are one
of those bands that have always
managed to evade me for some
reason, yet, when they do occasionally pop their heads up
· above the surface, they get my
undivided attention and undying
· respect. This here extended
player, their first proof of
existence on Relativity, contains
only -three songs, but really.
leaves its mark on the unsuspecting listener.
The A-side is "Walk on Water,"- a wah-wah rave up that,
not unusually, throws Bob Forrest's painfully sincere wail into
the forefront. Slightly reminiscent of last year's chart topping smash "Try," it emotes the
energy and the bluesy rawness
that is Thelonious.
The b-side contains two
tunes. "If I" is a crying ballad
blanketed by Dix Denney's
fuzztone contortions while the
record's finale is a tuneless,
emotionless, and mocking version of The Doobie Brothers'
"Listen To The Music." Although more recognizable than
The Replacements' version of
"China Groove,'~ the song is still
a good jab at The Doobies, who
deserve all the punishment they
get.
Produced by Flea of The Red
Hot Chili Peppers, a revolutionary new method in studio production was used here. Five year
old Bucket Fesher was present
at every session for "If I," and
if he cried, they did another take.
Relativity has promised a new
album and a tour this year. Let's
hope that a video as grainy and
as cool as the one for "Try" will
_h.!Pl?en too.

(continued from page 18)
consists of shaman/vocalist and Be Wild.
All of the record's eleven
mean tamborinist Ian Astbury,
guitar hero for the eighties Billy songs crunch as hard as a tuition'
Duffy, bassist Jamie Stewart, bill. Subtlety knows no home
and new comer Les Warner. One with The Cult: "Aphrodisiac
gets the impression from the Jacket" smacks the listener
music and the inner photos that abou_t the vital parts with its
these guys would have fit in modern day "Tales Of Brave
Ulysse~," "Outlav( kicks you
perfectly at Woodstock.
The most surprising prese- where tt counts with a horribly
nee on the ·disc is that of seductive guitar lick, and "Bad
producer Rick Rubin, the man Fun" rolls and rumbles over the
who put the thump in both the blues in the most spectacular
Beastie Boys and Run-D.M.C. fashion.
The catchiest.songs· are the
In spite of Rubin's twidling of
the knobs, the band still resem- first single "Love Removal
bles Led Zepplin more than The Machine" and "Peace Dog."
Both, aside from having hilarFat Boys.
Aside from actually enjoying iously wonderfully background
the music, the biggest thrill in vocals also enjoy the best ear
liste_ning to the record is playing pounding rhythms this side of
"name the influences." All the AC/DC. The latter also features
big names of metal have been an incredible blast of guitar, the
thoroughly, rehashed here: likes of which have not been
AC/DC, Led Zepplin, Cream, heard this side punk.
The album's only disappointJimi Hendrix, and a host of
others. Luckily, for the most ment is the cover of the classic
part, they pay there respects "Born To Be Wild." The song
well, other wise the whole has been done by _everybody, so
album might have gone over as if you are going to do it, you
well as their cover of "Born To better do it well. Unfortunately
The Cult do not do it that well.
This tune lumbers on and lacks
the spontaneity arid ki,ck of .
Steppenwolf's original version.
A better choice would have been
studio/home.
"Wild Thing" which the group'
In the big picture, the
mast;erfully covered on their last
members of Fleetwood Mac are tour of the States.
better off together than apart.
·ultimately, The Cult succeed
Their professionalism rubs off where others have failed: Electto
on each other and lends
ric mixes heavy metal and punk
smooth production that, at
and. the result is pure, energetic
not
although
mushy,
is
worst
fun. Although they have crawled
unbearable, and at best, is some
along in relative obscurity since
of the better constructed poptheir early days as Southern
ular music going. Although they Death Cult, this album should
will never _again reach the break them. Electric should
outrageous success of 1977's be blar_ing from radios for many
Rumours, the .sound is still
years to come.
ther,,e.

MAC-------sounds as if it may have been
borrowed from Gabriel's So
album, with nearly the same
popular attractiveness.
The band's professionalism
and skill in the studio hold
together what might otherwise
be some rather uneventful music. On "Tell Me Lies,"- for
example, the winning factor,
namely that the three vocalists'
sharply distinct yet well
matched styles sound great
together, effectively disguises
the fact that the song is in the
Yo~ Love
mold of, say, _~

(continued from page 18)
Me."
Only Nicks falls on her face,
with the soggy "When I See You
Again ." When she pouts,
"What's the matter, baby," she
sounds a lot like that very baby.
Overall, the album·· s richness
can be attributed to the production of Buckingham and longtime Mac cohort Richard Dashut. Buckingham, in fact, was ·
instrumental in all aspects of
the album, from arrangement
to engineering to the cover
concept to (presumably) the
valet parking at his Bel Air
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

by Mike Peters
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. As they neared the finish,
Falvey said he knew they were
in the lead because spectators
on the shore were cheering. But
the boat was rapidly filling up
with water.
,
"We didn't Want to stop and
patch it because we just wanted
to finish," he said.
Fifty yards from the finish,
with their canoe full of water,
Falvey aqd Shelbourne got ·out
of the boat to drag it but were
instructed to get back in it if they
wanted their finish to be official.
They crossed the line 10 seconds
·ahead of UMO, a perennial
contender in the event.
"It was a lot of fun but you
· have to concentrate on the rocks.
I was in and out of the boat
trying to cushion it against the
rocks," Falvey said.
Falvey said the key to winning
the race is "hard work and a little
bit of luck" while the key to
finishing is knowing the river.
And a lot of nerve helps, too.
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ZIPPY has finished out the year.

COUNCIL TRAVEL
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Need mature, warm person with knol/\(\edge
of child development to care tor infant and
toddler in my Lee home in exchange tor
very reasonable rent in sep.arate apartment.
Needed Tues., Wed., Thurs ., 7:30-4 p.m.
beginning fall. Ca\I749-9224

Summer sublet in Dover. Space for 1; 3
great roommates, living room, kitchen , 4
bedrooms, on kari-van route. $185/ month
utitilites included. Contact Al 862-43-12
Sublet for the summert In Durham-space
for 4. Park ing, washer & dryer. $500 per
p·erson . Utilities included. Call 868-6035
SUMMER SUBLET available in Durham .
Great location behind red towers. One
space available for female . Big front yard,
washing machine, lots of sun. $165/-mo .
negotiable. End of May-end of August. Call
868-1871 eves.

-

Beautiful newly rennovated house in Dover.
Large kitchen, dining room, living roon,
tour bedroom . $185/month/person plus
utilities. Avialble_June 1. Hard wood florrs ,
bay windows, on Kari-Van route. Call Sarah
at 524-9698 evenings.
Subletters: Are you p lanning to spend a .
fun & filled summer in Durham? We have
the place for yout Spacious singles, and
a double availab le, in a roomy house at
Davis Courts . Call Stephanie at 868-1433
for more info.
SUMMER SUBLET avai lable in Durham.
Great location behind red towers. One
space available for female. Big front yard,
washing machine, lots of sun . $165/mo .
negotiable. End of May-end of August. Call
868-1871 eves.
HELP! We are looking for a 4 bedroom
house to rent beginning June 1 or Aug. 31
either in the Durham or Dover area. Please
give us a 0:all if you are leaving and not
returning next ye13r. Noreen, Keith , Tony,
or Catherine at 862-4426
·
Summer-sublet in Durham: Apt. for 4 (mostly ·
furnished) at Davis Court (Madbury Rd).
2 double bedrooms.living room, kitchen,
study and bath, $200/person/month. (negotiable!) Includes heat/hot water. Open
for June, July, and August. Call Cheryl at
868-5350

L

SUMMER SUBLET availat;:,l·e in Durham.
Great location behind red towers . One
. space available for female. Big front yard,
washing machine, lots of sun. $165/mo .
' negotiable.End of May-end of August. Call ·
868-1871 eves.

f

I:

Planning to spend the summer in good o\'
Durham? _v\'._ell,-,l've got theJJlace to.ryou!
.\$ It's a mostly. fµrtiisb,ed.~ p'artment on Main
f St. The apartment wi\( be available from
.''·. May 21 to the end of August ancl it cosf!3
·- $170
th
·
f t
I ·
:
a m_on per person or wo peop e. ,._
; ) 3u.rnm13r sub!§!t in, Q.over. Se.eking ·mature,
non-smoking fema le to sublet nice three
bedroom apt. $ 1 6~ pluselec. Big backyard.

i.

On Kari-Van route. Call Michelle or Elleen
t4g_
'
.~.
4960
Summer sublet-Qld La nd ing Rd. apt.
Durham, fumiS;h~d_., 3 or 4 pe_· ople. fair rent,
: .>A vailable June 1-Aug. 30. Call 868-6023

Durham summer sublet-Madbury Road,
Beautiful, spacious house, 4 -bedrooms,
sun deck, washer/ dryer, great price! Call
Kim 862-4225

Manager wanted tor popula/ Hampton
Beach Sub Shop Si-x-six one-half hr. days
per week thru Labor Day $300-$400 weekly
plus bonus DOE. Also as manager. Resume
to Box 226, Rye Beach, NH 03871

Carpentry, painting, home improvement.
Top quality work at a low price . Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.

~

Summer Job: Personal C?re attendant
needed tor .9isabled person. Pay is
$5.00/hr. Flexible hours. Call Greg at.8681986 evenings.
Work Study Positions researching New
Hampshire coastal marsh. Hydrology/Biology available. Full time summer,
part time academic. Call Chris 862-3956
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY-Fine residential
camp for girls in Vermont seeking women
counselors/instructors, Mid-June through
Mid-August. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing,
riding, canoeing, waterfront, ·drama, ceramics, arts & crafts, fieldsports, tripping
instructors. Non-smokers, good character
and love _of children. Call Lochearn Camp,
(802) 333-4211
Need Money? $4 .17 /hr . Excellent location/very flexible hours. At Philbrook Dining
Hall-now hiring. Call 862-1890 Julia or
Steve.

Join the Leagu~ of Conservation Voters
in our efforts to enact nationa l ac.id rain
legislation, reduce household toxins.
Nation's l~rgest environmental political
committee needs qualified, committed
people to fund raise and organize. Help elect
envirnnmental leaders to federal and state·
offices. Summmr and permanent, full-time.
Training, benefits, advancement. $160$40Cl/week. M-F 1:30-10:30 p.m. Call 4308312, LCV, 48 Congress Street, Portsmouth, N.H.

Work Study Jobs Available: Assist in
research projects concerning Greenland
and Antarctic snow and ice. Good pay. No
experience necessary. Contact: Dr. Mary
Jo Spencer, Room 343, Science and
Engineering Research Building, 862-3157
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELOR POSlTIONS: In ManGhester NH. Work-study
preferred . Contact Frank Mitchell, Pin·e
lslantJ 4-H Center, 2049 Brown Ave.,
Manchester, NH 03103 Tel: 627-5637

Contrac;eptice Serli'ices-Confidential, high
quality care by trained staff, sliding fees
for exams, supplies and birth control pills.
Call for appointment. The Clinic, Dover
(7 49-2346), Rochester 332-4249

GREAT SUMMER JOBS! at Popular Boys
Summer Camp on Lake Winnipesaukee.
Write: Camp DeWitt, Box 2106, Wolfeboro,
NH 03894 (569-2681)

What's a student investor to do? Find out
this week. UNH Enterprise Associat ion,
Wednesday, April 29, 8 p.m . Room 201,
McConnel l Hall.

Need stong, handy, mechanical male for
yard work, riding mower, odd jobs, part time,
· starting anytime. Ca ll 436-8500 days-Kristi

"Maltese Falcon" tonight in the Strafford
Room at 7 and 9:30. Show has been moved
from THURSDAY. Please note change!!

Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred circulars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home
and participated in our company project
. mailing circulars and assembling materials.
Send stamped self addressed envelope
to JBK Mpi\company, PO Box 25, Castaic,
California, 91310

GRAHAM CHAPMAN!!! THIS THURSDAY
NIGtff!I GRANITE STATE ROOM!
Friends don't let friends drink and drive.
SAFE RIDES, Fridays and Saturdays, 10
p.m. to 2 a.m. Ca\1862-1414.

'81 Plymouth Horizon, 72K, no rust, runs
well, $1,150 or best offer. '86, 22", Bike
Nashoar Mountain bike, $275, Mike, 8686098

Summer Work Study. Child care positions.
f\vailable starting in June work ing with
children age 1-6. Salary range $4·: s0-$5
per hour. 25-35 hours per .week. For
information/ applications call Little Peoples
· Center 868-5.41 2

1980 Dodge colt wagon, Large, by tv1Ttsubishi; automatic; 2.6L engine; air; roofrack;
no rust. $1950 or best offer. 868-5122

Earn $250/wk this summer. Be a personal
care attendent. No e~perience necessary.
Meals included. Duties are: Van driving,
beaching, funning and personal care
(Yuck!) Call Dan 692-4764 evenings.

Olympic weight set with curl bar and bench,
ove~r~~·o:o lbs. $250. Puch Mt. bike, great
shape $1 s·o··& ~ t offer. Call 868-6011
Matching steel radials, P185/80 R13, $40 ·
tor pair. Unused TO:ydta pick-up tire,
mounted, 7.00-14, $70 : or. $45 tire alone,
8ff8 _5122 ..
·
- - -- - - ~ - ~ - ' - - - - -1'979 Ford Fairrnont-4door, am/fm radio,
excellent co-i)qitt.ql'l, ·$~1:260 or best offer.

Camp Counselor~: The joys a nd challenges
of molding tti~: li'v,es of young children in
a positive way: lifeip nurrure a child's selfesteem Whl·1e·· exp· er·Ienct·ng personal self- .
. growth . For more infor·mation call Child
and Family Services of NH, Concord, NH;
·224- 7 4 79. Ask about Camp Spaulding, ·
serving children since 1921.
Life Science Majors: I am presently recruiting volunteer to aid me- in c_onducting

1

Call Michelle-,W749;?.4,97_,
·
. 1976 Chevy Malibu Cta~sic
Wagon, good
condition, air ;c~rill{, on: ~§!?,carrier, trailer
. _hitch, $759 O[ best offer: 742-6126

good condi'tion inside and out, $1,195 or

·'½ burham-2 bedrobm apartme.ot, $60b mo11th

for this experience. Cont_act Marc T.re~blay ·

bestoffer, 868-71.77 -

· ' 79 D 9tsun '51 o :wagon, am/fm, hitch, very

ecological fieldwork with salamai:iders.

GRAHAM CHAPMAN!!! THIS THURSDAY
NIGHT!! GRANITE STATE ROOM!
Safe Rides offers confidential transportation for those who choose not to drive
under the influence or choose not to ride
With those who are under th~ influenc·e
of alcohol or drugs . Call us Friday and
Saturday nights from 1O p.m. to 2 a.m., 8621414
Students for Hart organization meeting.
Tuesday, April 28 in the Senate Room, MUB
at 8:00

MARIA S. You are one of the prettiest girls
I have ever had the privilege to behold.
-Yol,lr distant Phillipino admirer.
WEASEL-jacks?
You walk through Congreve. It is silent and
dark. SUDDENLY-Revolting Cocks, Yo.ung Gods, Wiseb\ood,
Big Black, Front 242 ...
Where's Jill? Only 20 more days of dorm
hardcore living
Alan-170 I'm writing you a personal--and
I don't know why! But good luck with finals
ana come visit this summer. I know I used
to -t hink that you lived' on Milk, but now I
know better. You know what I live on--Kavli
noises obta ined by percussion-metal, wood
on skin and bones--voices of animals and
· men laugh and shout and scream and
moan!

DAVE T.-Thanks tor an awesome time at
Come to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts
my pledge dance-Wait! You blew me off.
and the lsbella Gardner Museum! Leave
_ Had a better time without you! LAF
at 1 0 a.m. from the T-Hall bus stop. For
Students, faculty and general public are
more info. go to the C lassics Dept. or ca ll
invited to the open house at Delta Zeta
Anne D'Alonzo at 868-7493 or Mark Smith
sorority Wednesday, April 29 at 3 p.m . We
at 862-4285
hope you will attend.
Financial Aid: Sources located for freshI've decided this Leo is true; so I'm off to
men/ sophomores by computer. Reasoa pond to finally see you. It isn't the ocean,
. nable rates. Money back guarantee. Acabut it will do. Wednesday, beftind PCAC,
demic Fundsearch, PO Box K, Plymouth,
between 1 :30 and 2 (p.m.) Please meet
NH 03264 .
me there for our days are-few. , ·
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR TEXT- '
Hey T-Bird, Bloop, Teffi, Bang, Jo-Jo, Kitty,
BOOKS! *Sell your books at the UNH
Bags, Bally and Twiggy-Oh, oh, we're half
Bookstore after your exams and enter our
· way there! Get psych.ed for being out of
drawing for a membership at the Franklin
control the next few weeks! Love you allFitne~s Center* BUYBACK WEEK May
Sissa P.S. Shea loves you too!!
18th-May 22nd.

Enthusiastic? Bright? Come ·join our team
selling top of the line crystal and china .
Waterford Crystal, Kittery Outlet Center.
20·7 -43-9 -6558

You maybee1'igib!e to_receive, coli'ege qredit ·

at

Call NOW 659-7442

RECREAT ION staff for North Hampton
Summer Program being hired: July 6th to
August 14th, weekday mornings, approx.
Durham Summer sublet-Reht negotiable, .
_22 hours/week. Director: $160/week; Asst.
3 bedrooms , full kitchen, lots of•space, good
Director: $135/week; 3 Aides, minimum
location, call Matt 862-4563, lr.ene 862age 16: $90/week. Resume and 2 refer4501 or Christine 862-4562
'
ences by May 4 to North Hampton Town
Office, Atlantic Avenue, North Hampton,
NH 03862
HELP WANTED

; House in Durham, 3 space for available
:. for next s.eme st er/male/female, .Call Mike
or St eve 868 - 7 48D

J

Guitar Instruction-Study with a G.\.T. Grad,
Technique, improvisational concepts,
harmony & theory, ear training . All levels.

•· · ··· ·

"Ma ltese Falcon''. tonight in the Strafford .
Room at 7 and 9:30. Show .has been moved
from THURSDAY. Please n·o te change!!

MA.RIA S . You are .o~e of the prettiest girls
I have ever had the. privilege to behold.
-Your distant Phil lipirio admirer.

GRAHAM CHAPMAN!!! THIS THURSDAY
NIGHT!! GRANITE STATE ROOM!

Sherri C.-How about. another long walk
sometime soon, hmmm? Also Happy 20th
Birthday! John

"Antiques by Wiswall House." We buy and
sell. Wed. thru Sat., 10-6, Wiswall Rd .,
. Durham (off Packers Falls Rd.) 659-5106
Students for Haq intormgltion and organization meeting. Tuesday, April 28 at 8:00

ST A - 3 B's to my B-Day Buddy! Thanks
for making my life one big smile! I'm going
to mis.s yo.u.. you fart~head! Love the other
half.
- ..

in the Senate Room, MUB.
carpEintry , pafntf,n g, home fmprovemenf. ·_
. Top quality work at a low price . Free

.t plus- one month, quiet and mature pers6n,

In . Room 21 3 Spaujdtng __ L1f_e Sc1en:ce, - _1977 Me'rc;:ury Marquis, air c.ond, new tires ,' ·..'·estim~1es. Call Charlie. 433-2214 e.vening.s.
available June 2, 1987. Cafl 868:•7()81_
bu1ld1ng, or call 868-3085 evenings.
' •.. · ·
·
· ·.
'
•
·
• ,
~
. '
•. ;;;;;-• ...;..;;..;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;~...,;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;~~~-~ ~-~
- ~ -;;;;;;;~;;-~
-. ;;;;;-t, . . vefy relt~ble, 11 _SQ. (;all Jo~ ..at 868-7253
If you are forced to have-·sex, ' ar-e sexually

i

"'

.. '· THE FAR IDE'
·s·.

1979 ·c1J.tikss, Stationwagon, excellent
condition, very \'eiiable, $500. Call Rob at
868-7253

By GARY LARSON

4-2B

1980 Red Ford Mustang, in good shape,

night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN-

asking $2000 or best offer. Call 659-7369

_
S_E_LO_R_
. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Don't want to drive home with an intoxicated
driver? Call SAFE RIDES at 862-1414,
Friday and Saturdays, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.

'82 Nissan Sentra, 2 dr. coupe, .sunroof,
am/fm cassette stereo, 40 mpg, 5 spd.,
$1950 evenings, 868-1811
Condos, 1 and 2 bedrm. minutes from
campus in Dover. A young adu\.t
comrhunitf"t1nits-almost _new. Call Century
,.' i1 ffen,ne:s sey,.downtown PQrtsmo_uth {31 ~2r.2:1·. Make next falls· rent/board'

an ·.

·-.,

~ -;, \

assaulted,- or raped and would like to talk
· to _a woman who has been trained to help
in these situations,_-call 8.62-1212 day or

"Maltese Falcon" tonight in the Strafford-r
Room at 7 and 9:30. S_h ow has ·been mov~d ·
from THURSDAY . Please .note .cbange!!
.0RAff1\M_'' 9i4A,Piv1AN,LII THIS':TH_{JRSD}\Y
Kll(l'HT!l'GRANITE 'STATE ROOM!

investment that .will ·pay you,. bs1ck!,_~_sp·;0(;), ..-H\.art tn:~"a' bus1r;.ess?. Raising m~b~ey,for_
to.$82,900'
\
.
- - \ :.,.·•·:,;;{/fc h~fr-ity?i fhe UNH Enterprise Associalion- · :;:
:g?i5patusn 20_
0,SX, ps / pb.::;ti11h i'o,f.~_5 ?P~a.ri

:h.~j{:Wed~e-sday, April '29, Rtri.i??'L :.;

, , =--· . vs-plie,9,-ry_ew: tir~~, excellent .c;::onc{ft'ihq ;, _.-f:0.cp~l'.r;iril?lJ Hall
--~· $_2'$'60. Gall Mark 8'6 2-4459 . ·,~ ·:, . \'~~

•.• ~.

·

·.

. '

, ;/· ·:'· ·

:~~!f~!~~ no·longer offers Th,u rs~ay._(ligh(

/ Tres a.Firestone ·al\-weatheJ;:st.el\ t)e\te_d ":,~ eriir~~.fff-yo1.p1eed ,i'saJe ride hc;:ime on
~: .. ra(:Jiai's, P195/75R14, Good c 6ridit/on, $40 . !rldizy "6t1i aturday nights from 1°(')' ¢."m. to
,·: tpr,4, 868-5567
2
us at 862-1414 .
'; ' _· .

<

.•.,

·1' 9-7'.5 Volkswagon Bus, great> .rul'.)ning
c cond+fion, ·good ·tor e amp,ng orcar-rying
-· Joads. 89,000 miles . $600~or best, 0f.fer,
679-5642. nights and weekends.
Must sell: Plane ticket from Boston to Los
Angeles Saturday , May 23, $150 .00 N'egotiable. Paula, 868-3110
SERVICES

. · -· Ornithology 101 field trips

, a.m_;· Q"a;~

,,Gome>to,.f he BosJon Museum otJ:'l°n~ Arts .
an'dt t-b!:l. i -S'bel\)f.Gardner.Mti-$EiJ.\lm! Leave
at 10 ,a~m.. ..frGm the T-Hall o"us .stop . For
more info. go to the Classics Dept .or call
Anne D'Alonzo at 868-7 493 or Mark Smith
a_t_8_6_2_-4_2_8_5_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
"Maltese Falcon" tonight in the Strafford
Room at 7 and 9:30. Show has been moved
from THURSDAY. Please note change!!

Professors/Students: Too busy for typing?
H 9rt for _P reside~t.prganization and inforCall 332-WORD for your wordprocesing ·.. · mation meeting. Tuesday, April 28 at 8:00

SHOGUN
;: ·. SlitlNDER
ALEXANDER

Tur_ning Twenty?
SCARY!!!!

r:::::=::=:;::==:~:!=:•~oo~,..,:~~~~
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Un,iversity C6mics
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· February 11 at 3 p.m.
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Jumpin' Jake
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By Bob Durling
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Spnnger

The extra caffeine
and sugar keeps me
going au ·day long.
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Want to work in the sun and lie on the beacn
this summer?

TIME FORA
RESUME

We know it's a busv time for vou - Time
to celebrate. time to reflect. But it's also
time to look to the future.
Kinko ·s can help you prepare for your
future. We have a wide range of specialty
papers and matching en\'elopes to give your
resume the professional look it deserves.
Come bv and see us toda\'. There ·s no
time like the present.
·

Jobs are available in Newburyport/Plum
Island area, MA for full time summer
employment.

kinko•s®

No _experience necessary-will train.
Housing will .be provided

creat copies. creat people.

• Contact Tom Boughan
1 School Street
Dover, N.B.

51 MAIN ST.
DURHAM

'149-514'1
or (800)-346-4649

868-6322 We all have times when life brings us trouble
We feel sad,
· We feel mad,
or angry, crossed,
depressed or perplexea ...
,___,, And we don!t know where to turn ...
And only if we could talk to someone.
Some.o ne who listens,
someone who cares. , ,
Someone our own age who can relate
·
to the problems that affect us all
from time to time ...

Well wouldn't vou know?
· Help is just a phone call away. .

IN-HALL ROOM
DRAW BEGINS
APRIL 14th .
IN .YOUR HALL!!! .
/

L
Ev~ .e v~~6~k}
~-

~62-22q3
.C l ) , ~

ha~~~ NH

1-~00-)~2-)341 '
,we ~--MJe ~--·

-----~~~~~-\\_ --) \
.

.

.·

a~

·~~~~\

For specific information about
the in-hall room draw process
for· you·r Hall, ref er to signs
. posted in your Hall or see your
Hall Director .
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WOMEN'S L A X - - -

SPRING BALL
(continued from page 27)

(continued from page 28)
which included two by Sherer
and one by Geromini giving the
'Cats a 5-4 halftime lead. "We
played a phenomenal first half,"
said Geromini. · · · · ·
./
The Wildcat momentum carried into the second half as
Geromini added a goal to give
them a two goal lead. But Penn .
State scored eight out of the next
nine goals to give them a 127 lead with 56 seconds remain. ing. ,Only Abbott scored during
the tremendous Nittany Lion
run. . . .
Even though the Wildcats
were outshot 24-1 7 Geromini
does not feel Penn State is
overpoweifrig. "I do not feel that
they won the game," she said.
"I think we kind of lost it."
A scary incident occurred in
the last twenty seconds as
Abbott was smashed in the ribs
by the Penn State goaltender.
It certainly could be considered
a cheap shot as the . Wildcats
were down by four at the time."She went in one on orte with
the goaltender and (the goalie)
came out and whammed her in
the ribs. I think it was a desperation attempt by the goalie,"
said Geromini.
Luckily Abbott was not injuried too severely as she played
the next day against Northwestern.
This was a must win situation
for the Wildcats and they did
what they had to do by completely dbminatirtg the six minute overtime period.
Two goals in the extra session
for the Wildcats enabled them
tQ carry th~ ., play and ,k eep
themselves alive in the hunt for
an NCAA bid. "Our backs were
up against _the wall," said Ge_.
romini. "We needed to beat a
team in the top five."
"We dominated the overtime," said Grenise . "We had
possession of the ball threefourths of the time."
The Wildcats won the opening draw in the overtime and
Sherer sco,red a goal just one
minute into play. Collins added
a goal later to give UNH the

much needed 9- 7 victory.
"We did not let down," said
Abbott. "We did not want to
leave the field with a loss, ·
everybody was determined to
win."
·
·
Collins led the UNH attack
with four goals while Geromini
added two. Kate Olekarski devistated the Wildcats as she
scored five goals and added one
assist.
UNH had to fight off a two
goal deficit at halftime: Mary
Rogers started a three goal run
with a score early in the second
half. "It was our turning point,
because it started us off," said
Grenise. Collins scored die other
twp goals to give UNH the 54 lead with fifteen minutes
remaining.
After a Northwestern goal
by Robin Clark tied the score,
Geromini teamed with Sherer
to give the Wildcats the _lead.
Collins added another goal t(?
give the Wildcats a two goal
advantage.
/
Northwestern did not give
up as they scored two goals late
in the contest to set up for the
overtime.
The two fine performances
over the weekend enabled UNH
to host the ECAC tourament on
May 1-2. The Wildcats are now
the #1 team in New England and
they will start the tournament
agai_nst Harvard Friday at 1:00.
The other game will have
UMass taking on Dartmouth.
The final will be played on
Saturday.
The All-American Geromini
is quite confident going into the
tournament. "We are on a roll
right now if we played Dartmouth right now we would. blow
them off the field," said Geromini. The Wildcats · lost to
Dartmouth earlier in the season
8-6.
UNH has won the ECAC
tournament the past three years.
If they do win it again they
sh9uld get an invitation to the
six team NCAA tournament
which starts on May 6.
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·silva, Scott Curtis, and Wayne
Larsen have all missed substantial practice time because of
injury. Silva was operated oo
a lot last year, is out of school for a knee problem before
and Derrick Milton has been spring practice, Curtis is also
suspended from the team. out with a bothersome knee, and
"We've had a lot of problems Larsen is out with a shoulder
with Derrick," said Bowes. "He - injury.
showed no interest in making
Of the nineteen: recruits
practices over the winter and _ Bowes and Co. will bring in, six
this spring and he won't be .a of them are capable of playing.
member of this team."
linebacker .. Gary Bua (Peabody,
Bowes indicated that Ford has · , MA), Chris McGrath (Marbleimproved from his impressive head), Art Rakoczy (Port Chesfreshman season. Ford lifted ter, NY), Eugene Rogers (New
continually in the off-season and Hyde Park), Dwayne Sabb (Jeris stronger than he was. «I lifted sey City, NJ), and Scott Woja lot during the break," said novich (Baldwinsville, NY) all
Ford. "Plus running track and played the position in high
the fact that I have gained school. "I think a couple of them
weight have made me feel good may have the ability to jump
about myself. Last year, I did right in, but we'll have to see,"
a 4.6 40-yard dash, but this said Bowes. "The jump from
spring I clocked a 4.41."
high school to college ball is not
The _ running backs' best an easy one."
friends, the offensive linemen,
The major area of concrrn on
may have some question marks. the field will be the defensive
The loss of seniors Mike Carter back positions. Stan Harrison
and Joe Thomson could take its and Ted White have both gradtoll, but· the team has tried to uated, leaving some big shoes
compensate by moving Frank to fill. However, in the surprise
Maguire into an offensive guard move of the spring, the coaching
spot. "There also will be a good staff approached junior. WR
battle between freshmen Fred Billy Farrell and told him they'd
Huff and Danny Nagle," said like to move hjm to a s·afety spot.
Bowes. "I think we'll be solid ·
"We moved Bill from wide
up front.';
receiver to strong safety because
The linebackin~ corps of Ron we ne~ded to," said Bowes. "We
ning group will not be with the
team this year. Kevin Sims, a
bruising fullback who played

needed a good athlete back there
and a ~mart one, and Billy is
,both. He's got the experience."
Ford and Bobby Jean both say
that Farrell is developing quickly. ''It's all working out fine,"
said Ford. "We were very, weak
there, and Bill has been doing
a really good job."
Jean, who many times con-.
nected with Farrell on exciting
plays, thought the move was
best for the team even though
Farrell was his favorite receiver.
"I think the reason Billy's doing
so well back there is the fact that
he was a great receiver," said
Jean. "He's got good hands and
he'd be aggressive at any position."
There will be an interesting
battle for the corner spots
between Dan Srpith, Ryan
Jones, and Bobby Mitchell. "We
think Smith is more ideally
suited for playing the corner for
us," said Bowes. Smith recently
hung up his baseball spikes to
concentrate ort football. ·
The defensive front will be
rock solid with the return of
league all-stars Paul Boulay and
Bill O'Malley and also Kevin
Doherty. John Dubots and Bob
Murray will duel it out for Ilia
Jarostchuk's old defensive e_nd
slot.
Only 104 days until the season
. begins.

Track Short ·
5". Fellow sophomore Dave
The men's track team was meters.
involved in plenty of action this
The meet at Dartmouth on Weisser turned in a throw of
.
past weekend as they competed · Sunday._ was ::Cnon:scoring meet, 49' 1" . .,
The bright spot of the day
in the Penn Relays on Friday intended for preparation pura,;id Saturday and then travelled poses (Easterns this weekend). proved to be the team's desigfo Hanover, NH to take part The weightmen turned in stellar nated decathlete, Mike Welling· in the Dartmouth Invitational.
performances as McCabe won ton. Wellington's healthy jaSenior weightman Dan · both the discus and the hammer velin toss of 176' 8" helped spur .
. him on to victory in the decathHeath captured a fifth-place (153 feet; 183 feet).
finish in the hammer thro_w
Heath threw the hammer 159 lon competition.
Coach Jim Boulanger will
with a measurement of 50.44 feet and sophomore Chip Johnmeters. Ed McCabe took ninth son had a 140-foot, 8-inch toss. send 26 members of his team
in this event.
In the shot put, freshman Greg to represent UNH at the· EastT.H. Lichtman heaved the Tayloi; had a strong arm, throw- ern lntercollegiates Saturday .
javelin far enough tofinish 12th, · ing for a measurement of 50' at Westfield State College.
with a measurement of 51.86
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Crew teams expected \o produce at NE
After UNH was down a ouarlength, Allsopp said, "We went
The men's crew team is the
the_ same speed as Harvard,
complete opposite of, say, the
which was nor fast enough .. .If
niversity of Miami football
we are proven to have weak
t • m. Salaries are much lower
starts, we mus·t make up with
fo crew, boosters rarely bet on
more speed in the race course."
race and the crew team comVarsity coxswain Cr~ig Vospete~v gain.s t harder schools
burgh finds the problem in the
than it \will in the post-season.
This 'latter point is signifi- starts. He said, "We are not an
cant, beca.use while no UNH effective rowing power if we
boat has won a race this year, . can't be fast and aggressive from
at the New England Champion- the very first stroke. We are too
ships next weekend they will far back to do anything; but hold
race teams who are weaker than on."
The novice boats had two
·tlre-o-rresthey-ha-v-e--faeed-this...
races this weekend. On Saturday
\
year.
The major competitor is the first boat showed its mettle
Wesleyan U niversit'Z who is by catching up to Phillips Exeter
undefeated and has w~ every Academy's varsity after being
race by at least 10 seconds\ Coach down by almost a boat-length.
Chris Allsopp said, "They\ have UNH lost the race by onenot raced anyone tough. Tuey quarter of a second or three feet.
have not been pushed yet." ~ Although Exeter is a high
In contrast, UNH' s two va . s<:hool, many of its rowers are
sity boats raced Harvard's third more experienced. Many of
and fourth best boats on the ~hese rowers eventually go on
good rowing schools. All four
Oyster River Sunday. Both races
were won by Harvard by at least sen_iors will attend Ivy League
schoqls.
a boat-length.
In Sunday's race, the novice
Because both UNH boats
raced similar races, in the com- second boat stayed with the
irig week they will both try to larger first boat for a quarter
improve their starts and mid- of the race. Both were then
race speed. Allsopp said one of surpassed by Harvard's second
these problems will have to novice boat, which beat the first
improve if UNH ·expects to do boat by more than a boat-length.
·
well.

By Peter A. Katz

The crew teams look forward to a good performance this weekend at the New Englands. Preview
~n Friday. (Lyena Hayes photo)

------BASEBALL
(continued from page 28)

.to

Maine chipped away at the the out.
3-2 win.
"They were both great
Joe Teixeira started Sunday''s lead with a two-run double by
game and continued to shine. Ryan, cutting the UNH lead to throws," said coach Ted Conner.
"I told him earlier in the game
His teammates helped him out 5-3.
Rick Staba took over for to snap his wrist when he
in the fourth inning, expanding
Teixeira and walked the leadoff throws the ball." Conner joked
on a 2-1 lead.
· Levin lead off with a single runner in the seventh. That that Cornellier had been throwand took second on a passed ball. runner scored, making it 5-4, ing the ball like a shotput.
Staba got the last two batters
With one out Cornellier drove before Staba retired the last two
him in, knocking a 3-2 pitch into batters of the inning on deep out to get the save as UNH held
on for the 5-4 win.
Centerfield for a single. Kevin fly .balls.
UNH plays Brown in a douMello, who's been hot of late, _ With two outs in the eighth,
reached safely when his slow Staba walked the potential tying bleheader at Brackett Field
hopper was thrown into the dirt run. Trying to get into scoring tomorrow. They then have three
by the Maine shortstop. Cor- position, the runner attempted · important league games at
to steal second. However, Cor- Hartford this weekend. After
nellier advanced to third.
Mello stole second, setting nellier was ready behind the games against Plymouth State
up a second and third situation plate and gunned the ball down and Holy Cross, the 'Cats will
for Hamilton. He proceeded to to second to erase the runner resume play at Northeastern
on May 9 and 10. The Nordrill a base hit scoring both and end the inning.
The ninth inning presented theastern series will more than .
Mello and Cornellier, giving
a similar situation. With a man likely determine the league
UNH a 5-1 lead.
"I just wanted to hit the ball on first and nobody out, the champion.
The team has the right attihard," said Hamilton. "It was Black Bears decided to test
a 2-0 pitch. He got it up high ' Cornellier's arm again. The tude heading down the stretch ..
and I nailed it." Hamilton, a runner got a big jump, but "We'll do alright," said Levin.
freshman, has seen an increase Cornellier recieved the ball and "Coming out of this weekend
in his playing time at shortstop. rifled it down to second . The we have a lot of confidence. If
He's come through with strong umpire dramatized the scene we can win two in Hartford and
play in the · field and a .412 by delaying the call, but his arm then do well head to head
eventually came down to signal against Northeastern, we'll be
average.
all s_et."
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--------MEN'S LAX-----(continued from page 28)

---POST-SEASON - - (continued from page 27)

have to hit over 170," Krueger looking for faster times."
Krueger was especially exsaid. "Her arm is sore and she's
frustrated because of that, so cited that high jumper Joanne
"it would really be a long, long Marshall is getting a chance to
shot for her to make the take part in post-season com. NCAA's. If she can hit 160' and petition. She's cleared 5'2" at
get in the top three at the ECAC . her last two meets, which was
meet, she'd really be sat}sfied good enough to qualify her for
the New Englands. She's come
and so will I."
Richter has a host of friends awful dose to succeeding at 5' 4",
joining her at the New England and though that won't even be
meet. Senior Jen Shepley will enough to place her at the meet,
also throw the javelin, along Krueger sees it as a great
with the hammer and shot put. accomplishment if she can pull
Krueger is expecting the most it off.
The 3200-meter relay team
from Shepley in the hammer.
"We hoping for her to hit 140' will also get to take part in the
and place third or fourth in the New Englands thanks to their
qualifying time during the winmeet," Krueger said.
Karen Wenmark and Heidi ter indoor season. The team of
Hill will also throw the hammer Mary Bombaraier, Steph Edelat the New .E nglands. Their m~n, Jen Leahy and Julie
goals of the day will be to Weekes are young and Krueger
improve on the 125-130' throws looks at the New Englands as
they have been managing over just a valuable experience for
the group.
the spring season.
Joining Richter at the ECAC's
Terry Dexter is the only
individual runner who will is a much more limited group
compete at the New Englands, of solely hammer th r:owers.
racing in the 100- and 200-meter Shepley, Wenmark and Hill will
dashes. "She might have a shot · be looking to hit 145' to place
to place in the 100-meter," in the meet which could prove
-l "ff"1'1,l·'1 t., ,, .,, {':1'j .l , ..>,
can't do .,1· J Q\}1,"t~ -..,_1
"If
Krueger
f.f J, QC:''".
·l;she
f' r f ~
:;,, ,.said.
t h at, "Oh'Ge~-agam .,.We.tte•'1ust · ·

been playing together and under
tough conditions." Garber cit.ed
the C.W. Post · game as an
exception to playing well.
Kevin Growney scored the
first and only goal for the
Wildcats in .the first quarter.
Yale jumped ahead at the end
of the first quarter, 3-1.
The Eli put in three goals
before Mike McCaffrey, with
an assist from Growney, scored
at 11:'56 in the second quarter.
Yale netted another goal, leading 6-3 at the end of the first
half.
"We lost the game in the third
quarter," said Jack Mungovan.
Brian Quirk, Growney, McCaf~

frey and John Zwack each racked
up goals in the third quarter,
battling the six goals Yale
scored. Yale widened the margin
at the end of the third quarter,
12-7.
" We had nice plays, but we
didn't place our shots well,"
Garber said. "We must have hit
their goalie three or four times;
not well-executed shooting."
The highlight of the game
came in the fourth quarter when
Eric Howes targeted a 90-yard
goal with the Yale goalie up the
field. Howes' two goals in the
fourth quarter were joined with
goals by Growney, and Frank
Fiore. Yale also scored four

- -- -- - -FRI SBEE -

times in the fourth quarter,
clinching the game.
"We don't have to change our
style, we just need to work on
p~tting the ball in the net,"
Fiore said. "We play well, the
team's not down on one another,
but we've got a confidence
problem."
"I think our team has the
talent," Fiore said. "We're not
producing what we shouldthat's the most depressing
thing." .
UNH hosts Harvard Wednesday at 3 p .m. Harvard is
ranked 15th in the nation. This
will be the Wildcats' last home
game of the season.

------

(continued from page 27),

• • · "he sa1"d . team practices
have it against one team . " "It was rea lly posmve,
·
4weekday
f
d every
T
~ccording to Mason, autu'mn "We could go up to other teams except ues ay, ro~ . to 7 10
is the more appropriate season and talk about strategies. All t7e afternoon, meetrng rn f~ont
who played on our team hadn't o Thomps~m. Hall at that t1me.
for the game.
If _anyone 1s _u:iter~sted, Baker
The UNH group is a young seen competition ever before
one. "This is only our second so it was a l~arning experience.' said th~ part1C1pat1on would be
"As we progressed from our appr~ciated. You can call ~es·e ason," said Mason. "We're
trying to get a core of players, first game ( a loss to Maine) to cr~~tlonal, Sports at 203 ~- .
Theres a lot of runnrng and ·
our last gc1me (win over MUD),
a group that will be dedicated."
Mason believed Saturday's we impro-ved so much in just y~u want t? lead_your play~r
wtth the fr1s~ee, Baker said
tOl;lrnament worked well to the that short time" Mason dded
advarttf~e-6f"'t'1:il .iJN-H ·t ~am . .... ; r 'Plie rJNH 1dl1:1l1'fiafe-lri;be~·.J J ~~9~ti9}frP9-S.-~CS P,,( _t,l"\e;~~,pe.
It S-JUSt a good, fun time.

l
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The UNH ultimate frisbee team is eager to improve and is looking for interested, talented
frisbee players.(Craig Parker photo)

An ultimate time ill Durham
By Paul Sweeney
UNH and a team called MUD frisbee, it was the Dartmouth
The game of frisbee is truly from Manchester in this, the team that drew most of the ·
an art. While the skilled can first in what the UNH team 'ooohs' and '·aaahs.' They won
place it perfectly and catch it hopes is a long line of tourna- . all three of their games, includ- The ultimate frisbee tournament held at UNH on Saturday
between their legs while in the ments hosted here in Durham.
ing the final against Maine.
was a laid back, fun, yet competitive afternoon all rolled into
air, the novice has his hands full
The UNH team wasn't as one.(Craig Parker photo)
Playing on a 70-by-40 yard
preventing the wind from tak- field, two teams manned with successful, as a trouncing over
ing the disc off course.
seven players each take part in MUD was all they could man- who puts them through line
"There's two sides to it,"
On Saturday, a group of the ultimate frisbee game. The age.
drills and driving drills. They · Mason said. "There's the comfrisbee-playing Rembrandts frisbee is moved up and down
According to freshman Stu have more of a structured prac- petitive part, but also, everyone
gathered in three fields out the field only by passing -it. Once Mason, co-captain of the UNH rice. Our team does more with is so friendly that it really didn't
behind the UNH-field house for someone catches the disc, they team, the _organization and the pick-up games."
matter who won. ,It was_really
an ultimate frisbee tournament. must stop and pass it themself.
dedication of an ultimate team
With a cool breeze blowing laid back and just a good time."
What resulted was a bunch of
A successful pass to a team- separates the good from the bad. on a sunny Saturday, though,
The UNH ultirnate team has
.. fun and exercise for the com- mate in the end zone earns a This-is exactly what Dartmouth the winning and losing aspect hopes of improving itself and
petitors and a dazzling demon- team one point, and that is the possessed.
of the ,t ournament wasn't all bringing some more games to
stration of frisbee manageability · only means . to scoring in the
"Most teams are run by a that important. "It was com- - campus. "Hopefully in the fall,
for the spectators.
game. It is a fast-p~ced g~me, sn,ident who puts together some petitive during the beginning we'll have another one,'' said
University teams from Bran- stopping only after a point is players and just shows up at a of the day," Baker said. "Then Baker. "If we don't have a
tournament," said Henry Bakei;-, when people started getting tournament, maybe we'll just
deis, DaHmouth, Central Con- . scoreq.
· · necticut State (CCSU), MassaThough the tournament fea- who organized the week~nd's tired there was a lot of messing
chusetts and Dartmouth joined tured several 'masters' of the event. "Dartmouth has a coach around and just a lot of fun."
FRISBEE, page 26

Injuries and .·
·c hanges .dominate
spring·football

Ilia Tarostchuk, who awaits word in today's NFL draft is one Wildcat who will be sorely missed.
· (file photo)

Trackwomen in post-Season
By Paul Sweeney
the May 15.-17 ECAC meet at "If it's a nice day and she can
With regular season meets George Mason University'. ·
hit a good throw, she could win
ending last weekend at the
Richter raced through the it," Krueger said. "But she
Fitchburg Invitational, some regular season undefeated, with should definitely finish in the
members of the UNH women's no area competitors offering top three." _
track team now look forward ahy serious challenges to her
The next step following the
tothe.irparticipationintheNew feats. For that reason, UNH ECAC's are the June 3-6
England and ECAC post-season coach Nancy Krueger is expect- NCAA's, which is the furthest
championship meets.
ing Richter to earn the title of Richter could advance. Krueger
The spotli-ght is shining on New England champion.
doesn't think it is likely. "She
ja-v.elin thrower Sandy Richter
At the ECAC championships, consistently throws · 149 feet,
as she steps into action at the where there will be a greater but ~o qualify for nationals, she'd
May 1 & 2 New Englands at . ~a_ng~_io talent?~.rueg~r~eli~ves
_.
-~·1No,r~~~~~ter~}!~-~~e,r~-i.ry :~nd .... ·Richlt~r. -~.ilJ,pl~ce_:(q ~Q.e_- meet. , \l>OST:.SJ1\~0N, _~age.Z6·,
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By Rick Kampersal
ft has been an interesting
spring for Head Coach Bill
Bowes and his football team.
There have been key injuries,
some which occurred during the
winter program, and there have
been some pleasant surprises.
The training room has become UNH's version of the
M.A.S.H. 4077th unit. Sophomore quarterback Mark Carr,
who saw spot action last season,
injured his knee before spring
practice began, leaving incumbent QB Bob Jean as the only
active quarterback this spring.
· Bob Vandewater, an inexperienced thrower, but somebody
who Bowes feels can do the job, .
pulled a hamstring during _the I
practice sessions, but will be
back soon. Bowes is not worried
about the possibility of starting
the season with just Jean and
Vandewater.
"It shouldn't happen," said •
Bowes, who will be entering his
16th season at the helm of the
'Cats, tying him with Chief
Boston for longevity. 'Tm counting on Mark to be ready in .the
fall and we've also got some
pretty good recruits ·coming in."
Though the coaching staff
concentrated_- mainly on plucking high school linebackers, they
are happy with. the. two ,young

arms who will attend UNH next
semester. Matt Griffin, from
Cushing Academy in Massachusetts, is described by Bowes as .
being more of a dropback thrower. "Matt compensates for his
lack of mobility with 'his release," said Bowes.
The other QB import is West
Hempstead, N.Y. native Chris
Campbell_. "Chris played ,in an
all-star game in his area and he
looked really good," said Bowes.
l.'He can run and throw, but I'd
say his strongest part is his
mobility."
_ The running back position
on the tea:m is quite solid.
Returning will be sophomore ·
tailbacks Norm Ford and Todd
Urbanik. Both Ford and Urbanik have participated in track this
spring as well, Urbanik as a
javelin th.r ower and Ford as a
sprinter. Urbanik gave Bowes
a scare earlier in the month
when he pulled a muscle throwing the jav, but he is alright.
According to Bowes, he
doesn't discourage his athletes
to participate in other sports.
"I really don't see any problem
with it if we have enough bodies _
for practice. Lately, because of
all the injuries, they have had
to practice."
Two from last season's run-
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Sports
Cornelli er throws 'Cats into first place tie
By Derek {iGrady
their reputation."
Game two went to the Black 1 advantage entering the sixth.
then singled to load the bases .
If it's true that the best reams
"We knew it was Maine,''. Bears. Tom Charbono rook the
That was when Maine rallied. Singles by John Huard and Gary
rise to their potential in big
added Mike Levin. "They've loss despite a fine effort. Run- Gary LaPierre singled and Dube gave UMO the eventual
games, then the UNH baseball
been in the College World Series scoring singles by Marcou and moved to second on a Colin ream deserves inclusion in this
before, so we wanted to do well." Gregg Zegras .had UNH at a 2- Ryan walk. James Overstreet BASEBALL, page 26
group of quality clutch perUNH played so~e of its best
formers. The Wildcats rook two
baseball of the season while
of three games against a highlyposting the two victories. The
touted Maine ream rh{s weekend- pitching rose to the occasion
and the defense was solid.
: in Durham.
In game one of a doubleheadMaine came into town conf id~nt, but left pouring after the er on Saturday, Jim Stevens
hurled a shutout, leading the
"'/Cars dealt them a severe blow
·to their playoff hopes. In the 'Cars to a 3-0 victory. Maine got
process, UNH managed to the upper hand in game rwo as
move themselves into a tie for
they overcame a Wildcat lead
first place with Northeastern · in the sixth inning to sq~eak
in the ECAC New England our a 3-2 win. UNH bounced
League. With only six games back to take the rubber game,
.remaining, it is the Wildcats 5-4, highlighted by a big hit by
who are in contention for the Hamilton a0d two clutch throws
league title and a post-season by catcher Pete Corhellier,
berth, not the ESPN-TV stars .catching runners stealing.
from UMO.
Game one set the positive
UNH had no problem getting tone for the weekend. Stevens
motivated for the weekend rook the mound and went the
series. The 'Cats were dying to distance giving up only five hits ·
prov-e themselves against the and earning his fourth win of
Black Bears, a team that year the season.
in and year our is the best in the
The only run UNH would
north.
need came ~across the plate in
"We were pumped up for
the third when Darren Marcou
Maine," said Sean Hamilton. singled in Mike Lassonde. The
." The last two weeks, we haven't 'Cats added insurance runs in
been that pumped up, but the fourth and sixth innings on
against Maine, it's .not hard to singles by Hamilton and Las- The UNH baseball team finds itself in a position were it could very well take its division
get motivated. We worked extra s~nde respectively for the 3-0 title. Two victories over Maine helped out. (Craig Parker photo)
hard to beat them because of wm.

Laxmep outplayed
by Yale, 16-11
By Marla G. Smith
"As far as the record goes,
Fans can't judge a team by its overall we've played well against
record. Anyway, true fans stick tough competition," Head
by a ream even during a losing Coach Ted Garber said. "We're
streak.
·playing the toughest teams in
. The UNH men's lacrosse the nation. All the teams are
ream has a 2-10 record af rer good this year. But our guys have
Saturday's game with Yale. Yale
MEN'S LAX, page 26
. (6-7) outscored UNH, 16-11.

The womens' lacrosse squad split a weekend series with two of the nation's top five teams.
The Wildcats beat Northwestern 9-7, but fell to Penn State 12-8 (Craig Parker photo)

One Out of two ain't bad
Sharon Grenise. "We lost our Anne Sherer each contributed
By John Kelley
concentration, and they rook two goals for UNH.
As long as the womens' la- advantage of it.".
This contest was a possession
crosse team can avoid a mental
"They started running at us type ga~e in which both reams .
letdown in the second half, they and we let up on defense," said .
commirreed very few turnovers.
have proven they can play sop'f10more Lynne Abbott.
The first half was character- .
evenly with the top reams in the "They were getting the draws
ized by scoring spurts by both.
country.
and taking it down and scoring teams as Abbott and Geromini
The Wildcats split 'two very and we could not get the mo- gave
the Wildcats 2-0 lead in ·
important games this weekend. . mentum back."
the first seven minutes. But
They suffereq a 12-8 loss to
Amanda Veal led Penn State Mary Ann Foley got Penn State
Penn State, ranked second in with five goals and two assists, on the board
with a goal at the
the nation, on Saturday. On and Anna Marie Vesco added nine minute
mark.
Sunday, they defeated a fourth two goals and two assists to help
Then Penn State added three
ranked. Northwestern team 9- the Nitrany Lions offense.
·_ more goals (two by Veal and one
7 in overtime ..
As has become quite normal by Vesco) to give the Nittany
Four Penn State goals in a of late, the Wildcats produced Lions a 4-2 lead.
three minute span broke a 7 - a1balanced scoring attack. Karen
UNH finished off the half
7 tie to allow them to cruise to Geromini was the leading sc,:orer
strong with three late goals
victory. "We made a couple of with two goals and two assists.
mistakes," said Assistant Coach Pauline Coflins, Abbott, and
A tough schedule for the i987 season has. resulted in the men's
WOMEN'S LAX, page 25
lacrosse team's 2-10 rec~rd. (Cr~ig Pai:ke~file _ehoto)
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